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2.. A R C H I T F X T Ü R E , DECORATIO N A N D T Y P O L O G Y O F T H F PALAZZETT O F A R N E SE 

Architectur ee of the Palazzetto 

Sourcess on the decoration of the Camerino are silent on the spatial and architectural context oi' 

Lanfranco'ss decoration. Since the room was hardly accessible during Farnese's lifetime, was 

partiallyy dismantled soon after his death, and finally destroyed in 1732, later descriptions 

primarilyy repeated the facts about the Camerino as gleaned from Bellori's publication - Passeri's 

biographyy remained unpublished until the eighteenth century.1 Although Bellori's account was 

basedd on first-hand experience of the room in its original state, it was not written with the aim of 

recordingg the factual situation, but intended to analyse the works of art. Later references, even 

whilee the Camerino was still in existence, become more and more unreliable; in 1725, the 

Camerinoo was even mentioned by Rossini as being a work by Domenichino. confusing it with 

otherr works in the Palazzetto.2 Only the original contract of 1611 between cardinal Farnese and 

thee brotherhood, a plan of the Church of Santa Maria delTOrazione e Morte drawn around 1598 

byy the architect Giovanni Maggi (fig.28), and a number of contemporary plans of the city of 

Romee provide more insight into the historical context of the Camerino, in particular its 

architecturall  situation within the Palazzetto and the buildings of the Confraternity.3 

Today,, the Palazzetto Farnese still stands along the Via Giulia behind the Palazzo itself 

butt consecutive interventions have destroyed the garden and most of its interior disposition. The 

originall  appearance and situation of Palazzetto and garden can be partly deduced from 

contemporaryy depictions in maps and plans of Rome. It was located on via Giulia. between 

Palazzoo Farnese and the Tiber, and consisted of a building with a three-arched loggia opening 

ontoo an adjacent garden. A bridge spanned the road, to provide a private access to the Palazzetto 

fromm the Palazzo proper. In the 1625 map made by Giovanni Maggi some details of the complex 

weree overemphasised: the bridge was given extravagant proportions and on this map it even led 

rightt up to the river-hank, on the left-hand side of a building which does not show the arcades of 

11 Passeri's text was written around ! 672-1678 but appeared in print only in 1772; Hess published the first critical 
editionn in 1934; see Passeri 1678 1995. 
22 Rossini 1725. p.30: 'Nel Palazzetto detto il piceiolo Larncse vicono alia Chiesa della Morte vi è un Camerino. detto 
dell  Romito. dipinto dal tatnoso Domenichino.' In the earlier edition of this Mcrcuho erranic of 1693. no mention 
wass made of the Camerino. 
:: I lager 1964. p. 13 tig.2. tlrst published Maggi's pian oi'Santa Maria deH'Ota/ione e Morte; see also Sehlcier 1983. 
p,233 and Wilt e 2000. The plan is in the Royal Library in Stockholm, MS 45, tol.76; it was purchased by \icodemus 
Tessinn the Younger, as is testified by the 1712 inventory of the holdings of his library; see Tessin 2000. pp.(5)-(6), 
no.. 13: 'Architettura Civile di tutti li ordini ... di Giovanni Maggio Romano. 1614. Manuscritto in fol. con molte 
fiüure'.fiüure'. Reconstructions of the Palazzetto were published by Bourdon t 1909 and Uginet 1980. Both 
suggestedd a corridor to the Camerino. but without including Maggi's plan of the church. 
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aa loggia but still has the appearance of stables iiig.28).'*  In Greuter's map of If) 18. the Palazzo 

andd Palazzetto seem to be correctly drawn, but the giardino segreio or private garden behind is 

onlyy given schematically/ In a later map produced by GofFredo van Schayek the bridge was not 

depictedd at all and the buildings of the Palazzetto consisted of two somewhat irregular pavilions 

connectedd by a single wail along the Via Ciiulia. with a gate in the middle. The facade along the 

roadd was highly irregularis drawn, which is inconsistent with the present situation that seems to 

retleett the .SWctwo-siuiation. In Van Schayck's illustration, its garden here seemed just a piece of 

harrenn land sloping towards the river, without the buttressing wall protecting it/1 The 1663 map 

off  Johan Blaeu seems closer to the original situation during the time of cardinal Odoardo. it 

showedd the Palazzetto as consisting of two separate parts: on the left side the Palazzetto proper, 

onn the riuht side stables and other functional buildings. 

Drawingss and etchings from the seventeenth century offer littl e more than the information 

drawnn from the maps. The relatively unimpressive facade of the Palazzetto was never recorded in 

printss before the reconstruction of the church of Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte in 1732. and 

viewss of this part of Rome taken from the viewpoint of the river from that period are equally rare. 

Onlyy eighteenth-century prospects such as the series of etchings with views on the Tiber, from 

thee Magnificenze di Roma by Giuseppe Vasi. published in 1754. depict the situation of the 

Palazzetto.. The 'bianco delta Strada Ciiulia dalia parte del Tevere'. plate 88 of this series, 

indicatedd a garden with trees behind it (see fig.33). Detailed information on its layout cannot be 

obtainedd from it: the only accurate indication of the garden-design might be obtained from 

Nolli' ss preparatory design for his 1 748 Map of Rome (fig.32). 

Noo contemporary designs have been found that inform on the disposition of the rooms 

insidee the Palazzetto. Archival sources indicated that the building was the result of alterations to 

ann existing structure of stables. Attached to these original stalls was a storage for hay (a Jenilc): 

ann inventory of 1644 still mentioned these stalls on via Giulia. so a part of the structure remained 

untouchedd during the rebuilding of the Palazzetto. On a nineteenth-century plan of the buildings 

thiss division is still visible: the right side contained larger spaces in which 'seuderie e rimesse' 

11 [-"ruta/. l%2 vol.2, plate C'MA'II.I T 
II  ruta/ 1%2. vol.2, plate CXLV.7. 

""  Fruta/. 1962, vol.3, plate CXL111.7. 
11 ruta/ 1962. vol./!. plate CI.III . This plausible situation is contradicted by the Falda map of 1076. where the 

Palazzettoo seems one consistent range of buildings without, however, characteristic details such as the loggia: see 
Fruta// 1962. vol.3, plate C'IA'IM.5. This omission points at the limited reliability of this kind of evidence. Copy iny of 
mapss without introducing changes was regular practice, for the history of map-making in Rome, see Huelsen 191s. 
**  testa/ 1994. p. 159: 'Stalla in strada Ciiiilin " 
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wass written. Between 1601 and 1604. a part of this structure, adjacent to Santa Maria 

dell'Orazionee e Morte, was altered to contain five medium-sized rooms on the first floor; on the 

groundd floor a loggia with niches for sculptures and two further vaulted rooms were constructed.' 

Thee building-accounts of these years mention external and internal walls torn down or erected, as 

wellwell as c^1 r*"* n<: h^inn vaulted 

Theree were two entrances to this Palazzetto: one was at ground level by means of a 

centrallyy positioned door from the via Giulia, but the access route was a bridge built over the 

road,, still standing today (fig.30). This arched bridge surmounted by a terrace was planned in 

conjunctionn with the refurbishing of the building but it was only constructed afterwards. The 

permissionn for its construction was given in 1603, and the accounts prove that it was erected in 

1604.100 The bridge extended from an annex to the actual palace; it joined the Palazzetto on the 

roof-terrace.. An inventory made up after the death of cardinal Odoardo also mentioned the 

presencee of antique statues on this terrace, and probably on the bridge as well. 

Thee garden was laid out behind the Palazzetto in the same period; the mention of the 

'giardinettoo nuovo' in the accounts of 1601-1603 indicated that there had been no preceding 

horticulturall  organisation of these grounds.12 This giardino segreto extended to the bank of the 

riverr l iber and was protected on that side by a wall. A post-mortem inventory of the Farnese 

wardenss in Rome contained a meticulous doscrintion of this garden, drawn up with assistance 

fromm the gardener himself.1' The grounds were divided into two sections, each subdivided into 

fourr flowerbeds.14 The section next to the premises of the Orazione e Morte, and overlooked from 

thee newly furbished rooms, was centered around a fish-pond with central fountain; the latter was 

embellishedd with sculptures of four shells, four putti with vases on their shoulders, and four 

'' Uginet 1980. p.89f. 
|!'' See Hibbard 1967 for the licence of 4 April 1603. and Uginet 1980. pp.113-118 for the building-accounts. 
""  See the inventory of 1626 in ASN Fondo Farnesiano I853.I11-XII nr.4. 'Flenco delle statue di proprieta del 
screnissimoo Duca di Parma, esistente nel Palazzo, e Luoghi ossiano Vill a di Roma. Forse del 1626. o 1650.' This 
inventoryy was dated to 1642 by Riebesell 1989. p.80. 
^:: Uginet 1980. p.93f. 
; '' The inventory was made with the assistance of the gardener, Giovanni Gan/ia. and can be found in ASP. ('arte 
Farnese.. RaccAlanoscritti. Busta 86: 'Deseri/ione de Giardini di ('ampo Vaccino. Trastevere. Vignola e Vigna di 
Madama.. 6 April 1626, and was published in Benedetti 1973, pp.479-480. 
MM Benedetti 1973. p.470: 'Nei giardino segreto di detto palazzo contiguo all; suddetti ('amerini al quah si puo andare 
eonn deseendere dal delta area per una scala fatta per servitio di detti Camerini pure sotto la custodia di detto Gar/ia. 
ett compartito in quattro parti principali. eiaseuna de quali è poi partita in diversi quadretti tutti piani parte di cipolle 
dii  diversi tlori. et parte di radiei di sempliei diverse et tra detti quattro quadri e un arbore di ('aslagnu Aquino, che ta 
fiori .. un arbore di lauro Amaniano. et un altro chiamato !a grana tintora è da due parti le piu Innghe di tutte Ie dette 
partii  principali sono arbori 48 in tutto d'aranci alti egualmcnte cioc circa palmi 12 eeeetto uno piccolo vicino alia 
peschicra.. N resto di detto giardino eonsiste in altn 4 quadretti pieeoli ...' In the inventory of 1644 1650. there is a 
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tortoises,, positioned around a central *pout with l1\e nozzles. On its/>e/w/'w>-halustrade stood 

threee vases with the lamese-lilies and balls on them. The second part of the garden consisted of 

fourr larger beds with precious bulbs and medicinal plants, at the crossing of which grew a large 

floweringg horse chestnut. The garden was decorated with pots with 48 orange- and lemon-trees, 

andd other vases with roses and other flowers. 

Kromm these documents it can be deduced that, the Paiazzetto formed an architectural 

extensionn to Palazzo Farnese itself and was connected to the main building by means of a bridge, 

offeringg its owner a direct and private access to the newlv laid out Tiber-garden. In 1611. the 

Palaz/ettoo was extended with an additional room: by means of a direct passage, cardinal Farnese 

couldd reach the C'amerino degli Fremiti. The use of the verb ritirarsi.  used by Bellori with respect 

too the C'amerino wh^\ he wrote 'the cardinal being in the habit of retiring to this room...' fits the 

uenera!!  impression of this autonomous architectural complex and adjacent ground as welt.1" I low 

wass the C'amerino connected to this Paiazzetto? 

Camerinoo and Paiazzetto: a reconstruction 

Thee recently discovered contract between Farnese and the Orazione e Morte adds significant 

informationn for a new reconstruction of the Palaz/etlo and Camerino. First of all. the contract 

indicatess that the room was part of the buildings that belonged to the brotherhood; before 1609 it 

servedd a cleric, presumably their priest, as his living quarters/ It should thus be located within 

thee premises of the church as drawn by Maggi. Since the contract of 1611 mentioned that the two 

windowss were already constructed and gave onto the church and the oratory of the brotherhood, 

thee room must have been situated in between these two spaces. The onl> possible location would 

thenn be above the room in the plan inscribed as the 'spogliatore' or cloakroom. According to the 

measurementss on Maggi"s plan (fig.2X). this room measured 20 b\ 30 palmi romani. which is 

shorterr description of the 'giardinetto secreto della Morte' thai largely corresponds with the situation as described in 
1626;; seeJestaz 1994. p. 161. 
;II Benedetti 1973. p.480: 'in mezzo de quali e una peschicra longa circa quattro canne. larga ci[rc]a 3.5 tutta 
circondataa di balaustn di peperino piena d'acqua eon una fbntana in mezzo di 4 conchiglie. 4 tartarughe. 4 puttini con 
vasii  tnedioen in cima el una meta di pi|omfho eon 5 hoeehini ehe geltano acqua. ft supra il halaustro d'essa 
peschicraa eono tre vasi di creta la\orati con mascheruni po|rtanti](?) palle e gigli con piede di peperino pieni [d|i 
terraa sen/a piante con suoi nianici di capacity d'una soma l'u[no] dico.' The similarity of this fountain with the 
[[  ontana delle Tartarughe in Rome, and the fountain with two puiti in the Sala d'frcole in the Palazzo farnese at 
(( aprarola is striking. 
'""  Bellori 1672 2000. p.367: 'essendo solito il Cardinale farnese ritirarsi in quella camera ...' 

ASN.fondoo farnesiano D.M46 tasc.37, tof lr : 'stantia. sea cuniculu d|ietis| Arehieoniratemtis. in quo per prius 
inhahitnh;ttt ("Irru-ns dirtae ( ec)[esl]ae...' 
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approximatelyy 4.4 by 8,6 meters.'*  Secondly, the location of the Camerino above the 'spogliatore' 

inn Maggi's plan also facilitated the construction of a new access from the recently finished 

Palazzettoo Farnese. as it was directly adjacent to it. A new reconstruction of the seventeenth-

centuryy situation of Palazzetto and Camerino (figs. 34 and 35) indicates that it consisted of a 

buildingg with two levels: a lower floor and a first floor. On ground-level, there were two vaulted 

roomss with grated windows giving onto the via Giulia.w These rooms were located on either side 

off  the corridor leading from the main entrance on via Giulia directly to the three-arched loggia 

(no.55 on fig.34). From here the garden could be accessed by means of a number of steps between 

thee building and the lower level of the garden.̂ 

Thee connection between the lower and upper floor was through a circular stairwell 

accessiblee from the ground-floor-room on the left-hand side.21 This spiral staircase ran to the top 

off  the building where the roof-terrace provided passage to the Cardinals' private apartment in the 

Palazzoo proper by means of the arched bridge over the Via Giulia. According to the 1644 

inventoryy of the Palazzetto, on the first floor there were four camerini and one additional space 

(seee fig.35).22 Two of those looked onto via Giulia; the others were located over the loggia and 

overlookedd the garden by means of three windows.23 In 1610, the corridor to the Camerino dcgli 

Fremitii  (no.1 on fig.35) was constructed from this upper floor. The most probable location for 

thiss passageway was in the angle between the south-western room overlooking the garden, the 

onlyy place where the buildings of the brotherhood (nos.2 and 3 on fig.35) immediately bordered 

:** The measurements in the Maggi-plan were presumably given in palmi romam: according to Doursther 1965, 

p.375.. the pal mo romano measured 223 mm; Letarouilly 1840-1858 vol .1 , p. 141 gave the palmo as being 0.22342 

cm. . 
!"" Uginet 1980, p.98, nr. 935: 'Per haver rotte et fatte tre finestre mezzanine tatte spallette et archi et messo Ii conci et 
ferratee di vano palmi.' 
: i '' Uginet 1980. p.98. n.942: 'Per haver messo lo sealino della loggia lungo palmi 51 3/4'. This is corresponding with 
thee width o f the loggia's three arches. 
: :: Uginet 1980, p.93, nrs.810-812, 816 referred to the construction of this 'lumaca'. that according to ibidem, p.94. 
nr.8411 was situated next to one of the ground-floor rooms: 'Muro die divide la scala dalla stanzia acanto'. In this 
case,, 'scala' probably refers to the 'lumaca'. A further entry could refer to the door constructed next to this stairwell, 
providingg an access to the stairwell and room from the side of the Vicolo della Mortc, see ibidem p.97, nr.900: 
'Mettituraa della porta di tevertino che etura alio stanzino a piedi alia lumaca.' The second stairwell on the side of the 
Viaa ( i iul ia. drawn in the reconstruction of Uginet 1980, was probably a later alteration aller the fire occurring m the 
Palazzettoo in the seventeenth century. I wish to thank Dr. I 'ginet for discussing this reconstruction with me. 

:: This reconstruction is based upon Uginet 1980. p.91. which was in turn partly based on the earlier reconstruction 
ass made by Bourdon/Laurent-Vibert 1909. The change in arrangement of the rooms, and possibly the stairwell, was 
probablyy the result of a fire which occurred in the Palazzetto in 1700; see Uginet 1980. p. t 13 note 81 
r '' Uginet 1980, p.99, nr.964: 'Per haver messi 3 mezzanim de tevertino sopra la loggia di vano.' 
:44 The reconstruction published in Uginet 1980. p.91. fig.2 suggested that the circular stairwell was located towards 
thee back of the building, between the Palazzetto and the buildings of the Ora/ione c Morte. and made to provide 
accesss to the Camerino degli Fremiti. As has been argued above, this stairwell cannot have been constructed for this 
purposee in 1601-04, as the Camerino was not available at that moment. Moreover, there was no space for the 
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Decorationn of the Palazzetto 

Thee Palaz/etto contained one of the largest coherent collections of painted landscapes in early 

SeicentoSeicento Rome, a fact that was noted by the occasional contemporary visitor able to enter these 

premises.2""  Richard Symonds. an Knglish traveller who visited Rome around the middle of the 

seventeenthh century, recorded this impression in his Diary, where he stated that 'In a littl e 

buildingg toward the River ... 3 or 4 rooms with ... quadros of Annibal Carracci's on the flat 

Roofee which is of board and about 1 1 or 12 foot high is in all quarters with rare paeses of that 

incomparablee master.'"̂ The coherence of the subjects in each room, and the thematic and formal 

analogiess between the various spaces suggest thai an iconographic and functional unity underlies 

thee Palazzetto programme. The fact that it was planned and realised in the space of approximate!) 

fourr vears underlines this conceptual coherence. 

Thee inventorv of 1644 - considered to be a reasonable accurate reflection of the situation 

duringg the lifetime of cardinal Odoardo - presented the interior arranged as private picture-

gallery."'' The information of this document allows for a virtual walk through the original 

situation,, which greatly enhances the understanding of the architectural disposition as well. Here 

thee different schools of painting preferred by farnese - the Bolognese. Venetian and flemish 

schoolss - were hung according to theme. Within the allocation in the Palazzetto. no sign of 

stvlisticc preference can be found: Dutch. German. Roman and Bolognese paintings were shown 

nextt to one another. Several inventories of Farnese property during the seventeenth century listed 

amongg these works by Paul Eiril. Carlo Saraeeni. Annibale ('arracci. his pupils and a number of 

otherr painters.'̂ These pictures were for the greater part acquired by cardinal Odoardo himself as 

mostt works dated from the turn of the sixteenth century, and some were expressly commissioned 

stairwelll  on this spot, as the dividing wall between the farnese-prcniiscs and the buildings of the brotherhood was 
notnot perpendicular to the Via (iiulia. but loeated at an angle of 80 degrees; the side of the loggia bordered 
immediatelyy onto the wall towards the \ icolo della Morte. This must be concluded from the post in Iginet 1980. 
p.94.. nr. 822: 'Muro deila nicehia nella loggia latta nel muro vecchio verso la Morte.' That this wall was not 
perpendicularr but at an angle can be deduced front fuga's plans tor the church tor Urazione e Morte atid the present 
situationn (see Salerno Spezzaferro'1 afun 1973. ills.385. 386. and Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.3, p.63): an aerial 
photographh (in Le Palais Farnese. vol.2, pp.24-25) of the modern situation also points out that the dividing wall is at 
ann angle. 

Y\\ hitrieid 198 f p. 3 1 3: 'flies sent cependant d'un mterct tout particulier pour 1'histoire de la peinture du pay sage, 
carr le 'palazzetto' reunissait le plus grand ensemble qui soit de paysage 'carrachesques'.' 

RR Svniond .̂ l>iun\ cited after Whitfield 1981. p.316 n.13. Symonds was probably able to enter the Palazzetto 
alterr the sequestration of farnese property by the papal authorities during the War on ('astro in 1641. The use of the 
Italianss term paese in this citation suggests that the f nglisb language had no regular word for landscape painting in 
thee seventeenth century. 

Ibiss inventorv7 has been published in Jestaz 1994 where it is dated to 1644. It was probably drawn up during the 
warr on (."astro. See Whitheid 1981. Robertson 19X8. p.49. and Robertson in 1 he demits of Rome 2001. pp. 124-125. 
-**  Jestaz 1994. pp. 1 Vi-1 ^8 and Rertini 1987 p ??? 
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forr this environment.29 The conscious effort to bring them together in the Palazzetto indicates the 

existencee of a coherent decorative programme for this building - whether this was the product of 

ann artistic advisor or nol.10 In allocating paintings according to subject, Farnese followed the 

tendencyy of the early seventeenth century of combining paintings with regard to their subject, as 

forr example Giulio Mancini had advised his readers in the Considerationi sullapittura: But the 

combinationn of themes and subjects indeed suggests a further level ol' meaning, in which the 

spatiall  arrangement of the Palazzetto becomes a signifying element of its own. 

Onn the groundfloor, the Palazzetto contained three painted landscapes with mythological 

subjects,, executed in fresco on the ceilings of the main rooms around 1603. In the vault of the 

loggiaa opening onto the giardino segreio (no.5 on fig.34) and on the ceilings of the two 

groundfloor-roomss giving onto via Giulia, Domenichino painted three mythological tales: the 

DeathDeath of Adonis, the Dying Narcissus and Apollo and Hyacinth (figs.36-38)/" The source for all 

threee was Ovid's Metamorphoses}1 The continuing popularity of these stories for the subject of 

florall  themes in art at the beginning of the seventeenth century is attested by an amorous poem in 

thee Rime by Giambattista Marino. In a complicated play between the myth of origin of these three 

flowers,, he compared the beauty of the beloved with both that of Narcissus, Adonis and Hyacinth 

andd the flowers they had turned into, and gave the palm to the subject of his own adoration. In 

otherr words, nature had surpassed itself 

Marino'ss poem probably inspired the subject of the three frescoes.4 Around 1600. the 

: )) The hanging of paintings in other rooms of the Palazzo presented a random mixture of subjects and artists, with a 
predominancee of historical subjects. See Robertson 1988. Robertson 1995, pp.70-79. and Jestaz 1994. 
111 Whitfield 1981. p.316 doubts that all the paintings were especially commissioned, as they could have been taken 
fromm elsewhere in the palace to fit  into the wooden ceilings, but he does assume some kind of iconographic 
coherence. . 
111 Mancini 1956-1957 vol.1, p. 143. This treatise was composed between 1614 and 1621, almost contemporary to the 
constructionn of the Palazzetto. 
ï :: Hellori 1672.2000 pp.292-293 and Malvasia 1841 vol.2, p.222. These frescoes are now in the Palazzo itself; they 
weree detached between 1816 and 1820 because of their precarious state of conservation. Sec Spear 1965. Spear 
1967,, Spear 1982 vol.1, pp.131-133. Whitfield 1981. pp.312-32.1. Classicisms e natura 1996. p.86. Ilochmann in 
DomenichinoDomenichino 1996. pp. 173-177. and Paoletti 2003. p.9. 
!>> Ovid 1986. pp.61-66 for the story of Narcissus, p.248 for the death of Adonis, and pp.230-23! for the episode of 
Apolloo and Hyacinth. See Pigler 1956 vol.2, pp.175-178 for the death of Narcissus, ibidem p.244-247 for Venus 
lamentingg Adonis, and pp.29-30 for the iconography of Apollo and Hyacinth, which was painted a second time by 
Domenichinoo in the Vill a Aldobrandini in frascati, now in the National Gallery in London. On the Cinquecenio 
discussionss on the depiction of Ovidian themes in painting, see Thimann 2002. esp. pp.53-88. 
'44 Marino 1609, p.75: 'Ogni prato. ogni fior ride al tuo riso. Menlr'Klpinia fra lor movi le pi ante. Nel tuo leggiadro 
aspettoo il suo sembiante \ ago di vagheggiar scorge Narciso, In te si specehia Adon. ch'espresso il viso Haver di 
Cithereaa gli sembra avante; I- Clitia. quasi volta al suo I.evante. Nel Sol de'tuoi begli occbi il guardo ha Cisco Vinta 
inn bcllczza, e dal tuo pie ealcata. D'amorosa vergogna il volto tinto Inchina a te la Rosa innamorata. I-'ossi aneh'io 
fiore.. e per poter dipinto Mostrarti sospirando aura dorata. Melo foglie il mio duol. fossi Giancinto.' It is interesting 
too note in this poem the act of colouring red, and the fact that Marino alluded to painting in this poem. Spear 1965. 
p.711 held Agucchi responsible for the adaptation of the myths to this particular setting. Whitfield 1981. p.322 
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poett was affiliated to Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini. with whom I arnese remained in close contact 

duringg most of his life. But the subject of the poem did not reflect upon the intentions oï 

Domenichino'ss frescoes. In this case, the painter's works referred to the patron and his family, in 

thee seventeenth century, al! three flowers into which these mythological figures turned were 

takenn as a reference to the lily , the flower found sixfold in the escutcheon of the Farnese family. 

Alsoo recurrent in all stories was the colour purple, a particular reference to the status of cardinal 

forr which in Italian the word 'porporato' was used both as adjective and noun/" Apart from the 

h!yy as a reference to the family and its ecclesiastical ties, the personal imprest' of Cardinal 

Odoardo,, devised by fulvio Orsini. also showed the motif of the purple lil y with the Greek motto 

'BCOTCVV  frodavouui'. or '1 grow with Gods help' (see fig.39)/'' 

Al ll  three flowers thus referred both to the colour purple and the species of the iiiy . 

Accordingg to Ovid. Hyacinth became 'a flower ... in form a lily , save that a lil y wears a silver 

hue.. this richest purple': and Adonis became 'a blood-red flower', which is often taken as a 

referencee to the anemone/ In Seicento treatises on gardening, the very popular anemone was 

oftenn considered to be a subspecies of the lily , and of course it repeated the colour red. ' Also the 

lil vv and the narcissus were considered botanically related, as the mention of a certain 'Narciso 

Indianoo gigliato. sferico' in a description of a garden near the Colosseum/' The colour of this 

flowerflower was not, however, mentioned. The narcissus had been described by Ovid as white or 

yellow,, without any reference to the lily , but the Bible and classical sources such as Pliny the 

I,I,iderider and Virgi l mentioned purple with reference to this flower/ 

AA more specific link between the narcissus, the lily , and the colour purple was provided in 

aa 1625 botanical description of rare plants in the Horti Farnesiani. the larnese-gardens on the 

Palatinee Hill (see fig.90). Pietro Castelli. lecturer of medicine at the University of the Sapien/a in 

Rome,, in 1625 published the Kxaclissima de script io variorum tptanmdum plcuUarum que 

suggestedd on the basis o\' Malvasia 1 841 vol.2. p.222. calling them 'di sua invenzione'. that Domenichino conceived 
thee program by himself to show off his intellectual capacities. Belion supposed Agucchi to have cooperated on the 
programm of the (.amen no 1 arnese by Anmbale C arracci; see Martin 1965. pp.38-38. On Agucehi\ activities as 
artisticc advisor in relation to the ('arracci-sehool, see Gin/burg 1996 and Mambro Santos 2001. 
""  See VocLibnhiria dcgli Accademici delhi Crusca 161 2 1987. p.637 and (iDU vol. 13. p.920. 
:: ''''''  See Martin 1965. p.42 and Pastoureau 1980. esp. pp.445-48 for Odoardo's impresa. 

Ovidd 1986. pp.231 and 248 respectively. Kor a seventeenth-centurv discussion of die species of anemones, 
especiallyy the purple variety, see Ferrari 1646. p. 178. 
""  On the popularity of the anemone in early seventeenth-century gardens, see Masson 1972. pp.72-73. 75-76. and 

liobhousee 1992. pp. 128-129. 
;; Masson 1972. p.79. described this flower as present in the garden of a certain Tranquillo Romauli. 
;; Spear 1967. p.1 73. referred to Virgil' s hcio^iu' 38. where the narcissus is described as 'suave rubens narcissus', and 
Plinvv the Flder 1938-1962 vol.6, p.254 (Bk.21. eh.75). who refers to two varieties: 'Narcissi duo genera in usum 
medicii  recipmnt. purpureo tlore et alterum herhaeeum ....'. and elsewhere. Bk \ . \ l . 12. of a lil v that is purple and 
similarr lo the narcissus 
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continenturcontinentur in Rome in horio farnesiano. under the pseudonym of his friend Tobia Aldini . 

physiciann and Odoardo's gardener.41 Castelli labelled one particular species in this garden as 

'Lilionarcissuss rubeus Indicus'. indicating the close resemblance observed by seventeenth-century 

botanistss between the two species and this one flower, which in modern taxonomy is known as 

Amarylliss Belladonna (fig.40).42 As Castelli noted in his description of the plant, the roots and 

leavess resembled the narcissus, and the flower was identical to the lily. 4' In the Palazzetto. the 

threee flowers depicted in the frescoes of the ground-floor - and also present in vases in the real 

gardenn - were thus all purple and referred to the lil y in some way; they were thus intended as a 

referencee to the escutcheon and ecclesiastical dignity of the owner. 

Thee upper storey of the Palazzetto contained an apartment of four small rooms, camerini, 

andd a provisional chapel (Tig.35. no.5).44 These rooms were all similarly arranged, with ceilings 

consistingg of a wooden structure into which canvases were inserted, and further paintings hung 

onn the walls. The first room described in the inventory', 'primo camerino a canto la Morte', was 

primarilyy filled with works by Annibale Carracci. Odoardo Farnesc favoured the artist from 1595 

untill  the untimely death of the painter in 1609.4> The walls were hung with the Sleeping Venus 

withwith playing putli by Annibale Carracci (fig.41), a Rinaldo and Armida 'con boscaglia' (flg.42) 

andd a Diana taking a bath by the same painter, and a Europa on the Bull (probably by Agostino 

Carracci)) - all of these pastoral or mythological subjects, set within conspicuous landscape-

settings.4f>> Another particular painting found in this room was the Arrigo Peloso, ascribed to 

411 Aldini/C astclli 1625. frontispice: 'Tobia Aldino cesenate auctore. Illustr.mi et rev.mi principis et cardinalis 
Odoardii  Farnesii medico chimico. et eiusdem horti preafecto.' Ferrari 1646. p.15: Tobiae Aldini. qui. dum Odoardi 
Cardinaliss Farnesij medicus Chymicus. & Farnesiani horti praciectus ...' For a discussion of this book and its author, 
seee DM 1960-prcsent. vol.21, pp.747-750, esp. 748. Tagliolini 1988. pp.185-186, Nocchi Pellegrini 1990. p.419. 
Collinn 1991. pp.208-209 and Scott 1995b. 
i:i:  Freedberg 2002. p.39. 
! '' Aldini Castelli 1625. p.83: 'Lilionarcissus. seü Narcissolirion aptiüs hxc planta dicetur. quam Tulipa: flos enim 
verèè lilium emulatur. radix. & folia narcisi sunt.' Later on. this plant was also found in the garden of Cardinal 
Antonioo Barberini and indicated with the same name; Ferrari 1646. pp.1 15-1 18 followed Mdiruis' account and 
describedd the plant as follows: 'Narcissus Indicus lato folio nareissino. ft o re ruheo liliaeeo. album scilicet liliu m 
imitante..:: See also llobhouse 1992. pp. 1 28-1 29 and Blair McDougall 1994. p.236. 
l '' I,e Palais harncse vol.1. p.314 ill.1. 

ii  1986. pp.203-205. 
't:""  The Rinaldo and Armida is in the Museo di C apodimonte in Naples: see Bertini 1987. p. 165. no.237 and La scunla 
EmiiianaEmiiiana 1994. pp.134-135; for the Sleeping Venus, in Chantilly. see Bertini 1987. pp.l4b-(48. no.187. De 
Boissardd Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.65-69. cat.no.21 and Brooks 1998. The Rape of Europa, attributed to Agostino. 
iss in a private collection. London: see Bertini 1987. p. 162. no.232 and / Farnese 1995. pp.301-302. cat.no.101. For a 
paintingg of Diana and Act aeon that can possibly be identified with the Diana taking a bath from the Palazzetto, now 
inn Bruxelles, Musce des Beaux Arts, sec Bertini 1987. p. 1 34 no. I 62. 
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Agostinoo Carraeci. and depicting a hair\ man. a monkey, a dwarf and a madman dig.43).' All of 

thesee characters were present at the court of Odoardo Farnese, and have been identified 

respectivelyy with the noma selvaggio Arrigo Gonzalez, the nana Rodomonte. and the huffrme 

Pietro.4**  Because of their abnormality and rarity, they were considered beasts, types of'natural 

bonders'' appertaining to the cardinals collections. 

Thee ceiling of this first room provided allegorical and real images of the time of the day. 

ass the inventory of 1653 recounted: 'nineteen paintings with perspective views, landscapes and 

animalss and one in the middle of larger size, with Apoilo crowned with laurel with the lyre, all 

withh gilded cornice, which represent the Day. and forming the ceiling of the said Camerino.' L' 

Althoughh the names of the painters were omitted, on account of later Farnese inventories the 

centrall  painting, nou lost has been attributed to Annibale C'arracci."' On the same basis it can be 

assumedd that these landscapes were by Paul Bril. Picter Breughel or one of their Flemish 

assistantss or followers. It may even have been an instance of jointly authored works, in which the 

landscapee was done by the one. and the animals by the other.""1 In this respect, the Palazzetto 

constitutess one of the first instances in Rome where Flemish painters might have cooperated not 

onlyy with their native colleagues, but also with Italian painters. 

Followingg this first camerino was a space called 'camerino primo a mano manca'. which 

functionedd as a chapel, given its furnishing with an altar, probably a portable one. consisting of a 

woodenn table on a stand, with a wool covering."" Two small cabinets serving as storage for 

religiouss utensils were illuminated on the outside with painted landscapes: 'two cupboards for the 

servicee of the altar decorated with landscapes.'" The room also contained another object, a 

segettasegetta or close-stool, which seems strangely out of place in this context, and was probably not 

ann original piece of furniture from the early seventeenth century. 

'' Jestaz. 1994. p, 1 36: 'Uno piu piccolo in tela, cornice dorata. dentro at quale c dipinto Arrigo peioso. Pietro matto. 
Anionn nano et altre bestie. mano del dctto [Annibale (.'arraeei].' lor this painting, nou in Museo di ('apodimonte and 
ascribedd to Agostino ('arracei. see Bertini T 987, pi 1 I, no 81 and La scw>la Emitiana 1994. pp. 109-1 10. 

Onn the identification of the person;» with members of larnese's court and their status as natural curiosities, see 
/apperii  1985. The identification of the person at the far right as I'lisse Aldrovandi has been tentatively proposed by 
Findlenn 1998. p.31 I. 
i JJ Bertini 1987. p.221. citing the inventory of 1653. ASP.Race.Ms 86: 'diciannove quadri a prospettive di paesi 
animalii  et uno di mezzo piu tzrande con Apollo laureato con il Pletto tutti con eornicietla dorata die rnppresentano i! 
giorno,, et tormano il soffitto di dfetto] Camerino.' 

Bertinii  1987. p. 100 nr.42. On the iconography of Apollo and the tinier of the d<u. < >r accompanied In the Hours, 
seee Ripa 1603. pp.203-2 14. 'liore del giorno' and 'More delia none', where a direct quote is given from the story of 
Phaetonn by Ovid; see also Pigler 1956 vol.2, pp.26-27 and pp.499-500 

:: These landscapes have not been identified thus far. An instance of direct cooperation between Brii and other 
figure-paintersfigure-painters is described in Pijl 1998. f or the panel-paintings by Bril . see Berger 1993. 
'' Jcstaz 1994. p.! 36: '3304. I <-n altare di legno. tavolina di sopra et teiaro da basso.' 
'' Icst;i7 1994. n 1 1(i; '33't5. Due armarietti per servitio deü'akare dipinti a paesi.' 
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Att the centre of the ceiling of the second camerino. a representation of another 

cosmologicall  theme. Aurora spreading flowers, was surrounded by prospeitive - meaning either 

architecturall  perspectives or landscape-paintings, and unspecified figural themes."4 Also in this 

case,, the names of painters were not mentioned in the inventory; reconstructions have linked the 

centrepiecee with a painting by Annibale now in Chantilly. that shows Aurora crowned by 

flowers,, seated on a cloud, and dispersing flowers over the awakening earth with the help of two 

puttiputti (fig.44). This depiction utilised one element from the description of this theme in Cesare 

Ripa'ss leonologia, namely the basket with flowers, but in all other aspects diverged from the 

traditionall  iconography of Aurora on a chariot with a torch in her hand to drive away the 

darkness.'̂̂  The surrounding paintings of the four putti scattering petals of flowers were painted 

didi sotto in su (figA5).-b The room also included a set of fourteen portraits of'various Princes and 

Princessess of Portugal', according to the inventory executed by a Flemish master; these images 

formedd a gallery of cardinal Odoardo's maternal ancestry - his mother had been princess Maria of 

Portugal.3 3 

Inn the third camerino, the theme of Night painted by Annibale Carracci formed the focal 

pointt of the ceiling's decoration?8 It depicted a female personification of the nighttime, flying 

withh sleeping putti in her arms above a moonlit landscape (fig.46). This iconography accorded 

quitee accurately with the prescriptions of the Night given by Ripa, as a woman with large wings 

holdingg two sleeping children.̂  Around this central panel, eight depictions of sleeping amorini 

" ;; Jestaz i994, p. 137: 'Nove quadri con eornicetta dorata attomo. parte a prospective c parte a figure, con uno piü 
grandee in mezzo dell'Aurora. die formano il soffito di detto camerino'. For the diverse meanings of praspettiva. see 
GDLlGDLl vol.14, pp.710-712. Symonds in his Diary (see Whitfield 1981, p. 319) wrote 'In one roome in the roof e is 
Auroraa flat as if flying in the ay re spreading flowers', but he did not mention the prospetiive. For the painting vC 
Aurora,, see Bertini 1987. p.133, nr. 155, and Ue Boissard Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.70-72. cai.no 2^ 
;55 Ripa 1603, p.34: 'Aurora. Giovinetta, alata ... nel braccio sinistro un cestello pieno de varij flori'. An example of' 
thee more traditional iconography of'Aurora is in the Stanza dell'Aurora in Palazzo Farne.se at Caprarola; likewise a 
roomm in which the thematic reflected the cosmological cycle of the day; see Acidini Luchinat 1998 vol.1, pp.204-208 
andd Pierguidi 2002b, p.287, For the general iconography of Aurora in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see 
Figlerr 1956 vol.2, pp.40-42 and Seznec 1972. p.261. 
""  For these /«////-paintings, identified with four canvases in the Musée ("ondé in Chantilly. see Bertini 1987. pp.90-

93.. nrs.20-23 and De Botssard/Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.72-73, cat.nos.24-27. 
Jestazz 1994. p. 136: 'Quattordeci retrattini in tavola con corniei negre. con diverse Principi et Prineipes.se di 

Fortogallo.. mano d'un Fiamengo.' These paintings are now in the Ualleria Na/ionale di Famia, inv.no 1177; see 
Robertsonn 1992. pp.145-147. On the maternal family and its portugese connections, see Arciont 1626. p.11 and 
Zappenn 1994. p.35. 
"ss Jestaz 199-4. p. 137. no.3321: 'Nove quadri, quattro d'Amorini. quattro piü grandi a prospettive di paesi illuminali 
dallaa luna. in mezzo uno grande della Notte che vola.' The central painting of the Night is now in Musee ('ondé in 
('hantillv.. see De Boissard Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.69-70, cat.no.22: one of the amotim was identified with a copy 
afterr Annibale in the Museo di Capodimonle; see Bertini 1987. p.94 nrs.26-29. p.135 no.153. and La scuola 
EmiEmi liana 1994. p.139. Whitfield 1981. p.319 erroneously identified these paintings of amorini with the four 
'Amours'' now in Chantilly. 
"""  Ripa 1603. p.360: 'Xotte. Donna vestita d'un manto azurro tutto pieno di stelle. & habbia allespalle due grande aii 
inn atto di volare. sara di carnaggionc fosca. & havera in capo una ghirlanda di papavero. & nel braccio destro terra un 
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andd lour nocturnal landscapes were inserted. This was a relatively new topic in ihe genre ol 

landscape,, which was pursuid by a number of northern painters then working in Rome." Four 

workss ascribed to Paul Bril in the inventory of 1662 probably referred to the landscapes from this 

room,, as they all depicted moonlit scenes; one painting of a sleeping putio with a torch in his 

handd might also be identified as a former part o\ this decoration/'' Most appropriate, a lettiera or 

daybedd made of inlaid ebony was one of the pieces of furniture, pointing to the use of this room 

ass a place to rest.'1" 

11 he fourth room - 'ultimo (. amerino'. which according to Symonds in 1650 was a 'littl e 

closet''''' - of this enfilade contained a ceiling for which the general theme of playing putti was 

chosen.. According to the description of 1644. there were paintings with 'diverse plays and games 

off  putti and other figures painted in yellow.,M In a later inventory of 1662-1680. one of these 

paintingss was described as 'a painting on canvas with various putti throwing the javelin, others 

thatt swim, painted in yellow chiaroscuro''^' The inventory of the collection in 1728-1734. after 

itss transferral to Naples, described five other similar paintings: 'A painting on canvas with various 

puttiputti throwing apples and perspectives painted in yellow chiaroscuro ... A painting on canvas 

withh diverse putti that work in a forge and a fountain ... A painting on a horizontal canvas with 

dancingg putti, and others that play ... A painting on a horizontal canvas of small putti that play 

diversee games, some flir t ... A painting on canvas with putti that play gatta ewea with a pergola 

Thee putto was a popular subject in art during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and 

tanciulloo bianco. & nel sinistro un'altro tanciullo nero. & havera i ppiedi storti; & ambiduc dctti fanciulli 
dormiranno.' ' 

Seee Howard 1992 tor representations of the night-sky in Flsheimers work, and the relative influence of Galilei's 
discoveriess on this subgenre of landscape. 

Bertinii  1987. p.223: '25. I n paese in tela illuminato dalia luna con prospeüiva di colonnate. e rovine antiche con 
huominii  e donne che stanno al fuoeo mano di Pavolo Brill i segnato n.137. 26. I n paese in tela traverso illuminato 
dallaa Luna con burasca di mare con vascello. e barchette. mano del Brill i segnato n.300 27, I n quadro in tela 
traversoo illuminato dalia Luna con paese una carrozza a 4: et altre figurine, mano del Brill i segnato n.302. 28. 1'n 
quadroo in tela traverso illuminato dalla Luna da una parte incendio con figurine e dcll'ahra monti con piciole casette. 
segnatoo n.481.' See also Salerno 1952. p. 19] and Ruby 1999. p..37 and esp.55. Lor a painting of a sleeping puti<>. 
ascribedd to Annibale ('arraeci and now in (. apodimonte. see La scuola hmtlumu 1 994. p. I 39 
" :: Jestaz 1994. p.137: Vna lettiera d'ebano intersiata d'argento con profili e folgiami. colonne quadre sen/a vasi. con 
cileoo e pendenti dent.ro e fijori.  coperta e tornaletto simile e dette coperta ....' 
'' ; Cited after Whitfield 1981. p.320. 
'11 Jestaz 1994. p. I 38: 'diversi scher/i e bath di putti e altre figure dipmte in uiallo.' See also Bertini 1987 p.222. 

Bertinii  1987 p.231: 'quadro in tela eon diversi puttini che tirano dardi. altri che nuotano. di pinto in giallo 
chiaroscuro.' ' 
'"""  Jestaz 1994. pp.137-138. citing from the inventory I 728-i 734. in ASN.l ondo Larnesiano I 853 111 (X): ' I n quadro 
inn tela con diversi puttini che si tirano mele e prospettive di colonne dipinte di giallo scuro ... Wn quadro in tela con 
diversii  puttini che lavorano alia fucina ed una fontana di giallo scuro ... Ln quadro in tela traverso con puttini che 
ballano.. e fanno altri giochi ... I n quadro traverso in tela con puttini che fanno diversi giochi. alcuni fanno il gioco 
cieiiaa civetta ... I n quadro in teia con puttini che fanno la gatta cieca con pergolata di giallo scuro ...' See also 
\\\ hit field I 98 I. p. i2(). See Dabhs 199S and Wcddigen I 999 tnr later series ^f pwtj engaged in children's games. 
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wass often depicted as engaged in diverse human activities.0 One of the connotations of this 

themee was that of the 'aetas aurea', the Golden Age that was linked with the theme of Arcadia -

andd thus the garden. The subject of the annual seasons was another implicit reference transmitted 

byy representations of putti - they often referred to autumn and harvest of grapes.6 'Bacchanals of 

puttiputti picking grapes and playing among each other, which signifies Autumn' was the phrase used 

too describe a series of tapestries woven on commission of Ferrante Gonzaga in the mid-sixteenth 

century.699 The plucking of apples in the last camerino could in this case refer to this same time of 

year,, while the putti in the forge probably constituted a reference to winter, while the playing and 

sportingg putti indicated spring,70 and the dancing figurines stood for the summer. Thus, even 

thoughh the subject of landscape was not explicitly present in the last room, like the other subjects 

inn the preceding rooms it did refer to the times of the day and the cycle of the seasons, and thus of 

nature. . 

Thee last room integrally counted among the spaces in the Palazzetto. was the Camerino 

deglii  Fremiti. As already mentioned in the first chapter, it was described in mid-seventeenth-

centuryy inventories as the last of the flight of rooms, as the 'Oratory that corresponds to the 

Mortc'.711 It was only accessible from the preceding spaces, not through any other entrance. The 

decoration,, also discussed above, deviated from the rest of the Palazzetto in the slaffage of 

hermits,, which finds no precedent in the preceding camerini. On the other hand, its decorative 

schemee prolonged that of the preceding four rooms by means of the landscapes, and the insertion 

off  canvases into its coffered ceiling. Considering that it only had been added to this complex in 

1610-1616.. almost a decade after the project of the Palazzetto, these two facts indicates that a 

deliberatee decision had been made to assimilate this new addition into the existing apartment. 

Thee giartïino segreto as 'theatre of nature' 

Thee theme of the times of day and the seasons, as already observed in the decoration of the 

diversee camerini, was extended in the organization of the secret garden. The denomination of the 

groundss behind the Palazzetto and the Tiber as ghirdino segreto implied that it was only 

accessiblee to Farnesc and his guests. Often, giardmi segreti contained rare and expensive 

rr Pigler 1956 vol.2, pp.2002. Colantuono 1986, Colantuono 1989. and Denipsey 2001. 
""  Colantuono 1989. Leuschner 1997. and Dempsey 2001. pp.64-70 tor the signifieance of pudi in the Bacchic 

contextt and the harvest of the grapes and the season of Autumn, derived from classical sarcophagi. 
"""  Brown Delmarccl Loren/.oni 1996, p.184: 'Baccanali di Puttim ene distaca uva e che scherza tra ioro. indiea 
rautunno.' ' 
~"~" Ripa 1603. p.473 proposed to paint the seasons of Spring and Summer as 'giovani'. and identified Spring with the 
activityy of playing animals. 

Jesta// 1994. p.138: 'Oratorio che risponde nclla Morte'. 



specimenn uf flowers, imported from oversea.̂ ' i he care for such a garden was intimateh tied to 

thee cycle of the seasons, as the flowering o\  ̂ the various species accumulated there was to he 

regulatedd so as to bring them to blossom at the exact same moment."' These secret gardens 

regularlyy also contained other plants and herbs, not for beauty's sake, but for their of medicinal 

qualities.. '4 The garden thus combined the knowledge of the cosmological cycle with the qualities 

off  the individual specimen, as well as pointing out the social status of its owner. 

Thee collection of rare flowers also alluded to the function of the Palazzetto as a private 

museum,, farnesc was an avid collector of botanical curiosities, as was attested by the extensive 

holdingss of rare species in the ilorti Parnesiani on the Palatine Hill and the flower-garden at the 

farr end of the Vill a f arncse in ('aprarola. "' Castelli's Exactissima descriptio of 1625. mentioned 

above,, described exotic specimens in the gardens on the Palatine, and for this reason the preface 

presentedd the book as an encyclopaedic accumulation of knowledge, going beyond mere factual 

botanica!!  knowledge.'̂ In a number of chapters, always accompanied by engravings of the 

flowers,, leaves and fruits. Castelli discussed examples from the far fast and the Americas that 

hadd been planted there, such as the 'Acacia Indica farnesiana' imported from Santo Domingo in 

thee West Indies, the Passionflower, the Yucca, and the already discussed species of 'Lilio -

narcissuss rubeus indicus' (tig.40). which was probably also to be found in the garden behind the 

Palazzetto.. in beds or in pots. Of each of these specimens Castelli gave the region of origin and 

thee chemical, medical and mythological details. 

Mee not only owned rare plants and flowers: larnese also played a conspicuous role in the 

sociablee culture of collecting them." In a letter of March 1604. Cardinal franceseo Maria del 

Montee (1547-1626) explained to Ferdinando de' Medici (1549-1609) that the beans sent to him 

camee from Farnese. who had obtained them from the Portumiese Indies: thev were verv rare 

Blairr McDougall 1994. pp.221-222; sec also Coffin 199]. pp. 244-257 for a discussion of the terminology and 
definitionn of the giardino segretu-

Thiss is argued in Blair McDougall 1994. pp. 23 7-23 8 on the basis of "a manuscript treatise on gardening for the 
Barnerinii  secret garden next to the Palazzo near the (Juattro i oruane. 
44 The link between die secret garden and the garden of medicinal simples is discussed in Blair McDougall 1994, 

p.21;; for the meaning of scmplici or 'simples' and its use in early modern Roman gardens, see Coffin 1991. p.208. 
Thee Horti Karnesiani are discussed in lelini 1610 1969. pp.370-371. Giess 1971. esp. p.210f. Nocchi Pellegrini 

1990.. Coffin 1991. p.208. and Hobhouse 1992. pp. I 28-1 29. On tlower-oardens at ("aprarola :>ee Ferrari 1646. p 89 
'lili cc prxterea splendida specie, ui alibi re ipsa, cum formosissima \ rbe certain pro\ima' ae suburban;*: delicia?. qua: 
rnn Falicis Balneariam. ik. Ciminam (.'aprarola: villain purpurea Conditorum gloria illustrant ...' 

Aidinii  Castelli 1625. p.1: 'Adde nos non simpticem hie plantarum quarudam dare Mistoriam. sed Philosophicam. 
Vtedicamquee si mil! llistoriam. qua; paucis verbis comprehend) nequit. Yerum cum simplices. nee contro\ersas 
Plantass tradimus. nos quoque breves benignus reperiet lector.' 

oo Borromeo expressed his particular interest in rare flowers in a manuscript with notes entitled Lista de 
varijvarij  rhtri. a description of the botanical holdings ot the Yledicean gardens; see Jones 1993. p.82. See further Vlasson 
II  972. 
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indeedd and should continue to remain special. s Farnese's connections with Jesuit missionaries on 

otherr continents were an important source for such rare botanical species, and the special 

relationss between the cardinal and this religious order secured him a privileged treatment,r' The 

contactss between members of the Farnese-family and learned men such as Ulisse Aldrovandi 

(1522-1605),, first professor of natural history at the University of Bologna, were another source 

forr samples of rare plants and flowers and information on these species. In return for the learned 

man'ss services, in 1598 Odoardo Farnese helped Aldrovandi to obtain a privilege from the 

Venetiann Senate for his Ornithologie which appeared in 1599. 

Apartt from botany, also astronomy, medicine and natural philosophy were of interest to 

Farnesee and his fellow cardinals in the early seventeenth century. Del Monte was known to 

correspondd with Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), just like his fellow-cardinals Roberto Bellarmino 

(1542-1621;; see fig.74) and Francesco Barberini (1597-1679) did later; all of them collected 

naturall  and artificial objects.*1 Private and semi-public museums of natural history emerged at the 

endd of the sixteenth century in Rome, in which all kinds of botanical and zoological specimen, 

minerals,, metals, monsters, and every other rarity were brought together for the pursuit of 

knowledge,, forming a 'theatre of nature'.82 By accumulating everything that the earth provided 

andd man produced, the understanding of this world could be furthered. Arranging the objects in 

ann intellectual and physical structure according to the Aristotelian order, investing it with the 

knowledgee of Pliny the Klder, Albertus Magnus and other authors on plants and animals, would 

turnn the collection into a microcosm mirroring the macrocosm. Such a musaeum uiiereu its 

**  Wazbinski 1994. p.445 cited this letter: 'Mando qui in un scattolino alcuni Fagiuoli venuti dall'lndie di Portogallo 
all  Cardfinalie (Odoardo] Farnese. et gli ho promesse non ne dare a veruno eccetto V[ostra] Afltezza]; questi fanno 
tantaa ombra che coprano una cerchiata piu abondantcmente chc nojnj fanno le Zucche.' 
v>v> See Noeehi/Pellegrini 1990. p.415 for the link between Farnese and the Jesuits with regard to their services in 
providingg seeds; tor the Jesuit activities in the botanical field see rindlen 1994. pp. 164-165. 
s'"'' This help in obtaining privileges is confirmed by a letter from Aldrovandi to Odoardo Farnese in ASP. Fpislolario 
sceltoo bl fasc.16 no.7: 'lll[ustrissi]mo el R[everendissi]mo Monsig[igno]re Pron, mio Col[endissilmo. Infinite) 
dispiaceree mi ha dato la indispusitione del Ser|enissi]mo s[igno|r Duca. suo frat[cll]o. Dall'altro canto ho scntito gran 
contento.. per la sanita. alia quale intendo. egli camina. Ringratio poi infinitanifenjte VS lllfustrissim]a del singular 
favoree fattomi. con haver scritto si ea!damfen]te. come intendo. alia Ser[enissim]ma Republica di Venetia. per 
impetraree il Privilegio delia mia Oniithologia. cioc historia di uccelli. divisa in 12. iibri . Ft per il primo spatio 
mandaroo la litera a Venetia. la quale spero. per la sua grande autorita. habbia oprare. quanto havesse fatto una di 
S.A.S.. Resta hora supplicare VS. Ill[ustrissi]ma. che si degni tenermi sotto la sua protettione. et del Ser[enissi]mo 
Sjignojrr Duca. Ft con tal fine, con ogni humilta le faccio la debita rivenerza, et le prego da N[ostro] Sig[noJre Oio 
ognii  felieita et contento. Di Bologna li 24. di Ortobre 1595. Di \ 'S. lll[ustnssi|ma et Rev|erendissi|ma Humihssimo 
ett Devotissimo Serv]itor]e Ulisse Aldrovandi.' 
""  Brodrick 1961. pp.332f Wallace 1984 and Campanella 1994: on the Accademia dei Fined in which Del Monte 
wass invoked, see Baldriga 2002. 
v'' Lugii 1983. pp.7.>-78. 93-98. and especially Findlen 1994. pp. 17-47. 97-1 54. 



visitorr the whole v\orki to behold and comprehend.' 

Interiorr and exterior of the Palazzetto expanded these notions of' macrocosm and 

microcosm,, man-made and natural objects.*4 The architectural form, the furniture and decoration 

off  the Palazzetto indeed provided a place for study of the arts, letters, and nature. On the basis of 

thee mythological stories from Ovid, especially the history of Phaeton in which Apollo was 

describedd as surrounded by the Hours of the Day and the Seasons, the eosmological theme was 

adaptedd to the realm of painting as found in the coffered ceilings of the camerini  ̂ And in the 

fifteenthh and concluding book. Ovid recapitulated the everchanging cycle of nature as the main 

themee of the Metamorphoses* touching upon the course of the days, seasons and years.*'' These 

workss of art were at the same time a reflection of the natural order, and man-made objects. The 

libraryy of Palazzo i'arnese was furnished with books on the subjects of botany and /oology: a list 

off  works acquired in 1603 for Cardinal Parnese contained a number of publications on the natural 

sciencess as well. 

Inn short, the Palazzetto was a stiuUolo where Parnese could study both treatises on nature 

andd the real objects, a galleria where he could admire artistic creations and the reality it emulated 

andd reflected: and the virtual accumulation of this was the musacum where knowledge, nature 

forr the use of the word musaeum with reference to encyclopaedic collections, sec f indien 1994. pp.48-50. 
' '' Besides the paintings allocated to the Palazzetto according to the inventory, a number of other commissions b> 
Farnesee point to his interest in landscape. The series of six small oils on copper by Carlo Saracem (ea. 1580-1620). 
executedd before 1608. paired natural settings with mythological themes: they contained episodes ol the story ol 
Icarus.. Ariadne. Hcrmaphodite and Ganymede. Although we do not know the location of these works during the 
lifetimee of the cardinal, they could well have been enjoyed in the context of the Palazzetto. 
'"'' Ovid 1986. p.25; on the general iconography of the Hours of the Day and the Seasons in the arts of the sixteenth 
andd seventeenth centuries, see Cappclietti 1995, Pierguidi 20()2a and Pierguidi 2002b. The complexity of the Ovidian 
receptionn in artistic treatises is discussed in I himann 2002. pp.54-79. where it is stated that the 'I rindentine Council 
restrictedd the applicability of mythological themes in art between 1570 and 1600 It will be upheld here, in 
accordancee with Seznec 1972. pp.269-278. that putting the Italian translations and explanations of the 
MetamorphosesMetamorphoses on the Index in 1559. and the critical discussion of these themes in art by Gilio and others did not 
preventt Ovidian themes to carry plural iconographic meanings to early Seicento beholders. The use of mythological 
subjectss in art as reflecting the 'secrets of nature' was described by Conti in 1551; see Seznec 1972. pp.249-249. 
*'""  Ovid 1986. pp.357-358: 'You see how day extends as night is spent, and this bright radiance succeeds the dark; 
Nor.. when the tired world lies in midnight peace, is the sky's sheen the same as in the hour when on his milk-white 
steedd the Morning Star rides forth, or when, bright harbinger of day. Aurora gilds the globe to greet the sun 
Aüain.. \ou notice how the \ear in four- seasons revolves, completing one by one fit illustration of our human life. 
'""  ASN. Pondo Famesiano 2054 contains a list dated C December 160.1; 'l,'ll1[ustrissi]mo el K[e\erendissijmo 
Card[ma|lee Odoardo farnese deve dare gli sottosentti libri legati ed teltuccie di seta ... Fisionomia del Porta eo. figre 
dii  rame ... Inconolog[ial Cesar Kipa in 4 eo. tlgre ... Herhario de Diversi in fb plantino ... Aceademia francese po 2 
inn 4 Medicina del Indie. Cbristoforo a Costa de simplici 4 ... Cosmografia Ylurtero fig|Lira|to corretta... 
Osservationn del Calestrano in 4 p;2 ... lconolog[ia] Cesar Ripa levo Don Consalvo... Tholomeo Grande tlgfuref di 
Rame.... lo Vittorio Petrueci ho ricevuto li sopradetti libri per ord[i]ne et servitio del s[igno|r Car[dina]le mio 
«{iiinojre.'' for inventories of manuscripts and printed books in Palazzo farnese. see Fossier 198! and bossier 1982. 
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andd art were stored, studied and discussed.ss As a rule, such places were private to a certain 

degree:: they were open to a select public of studiosi and conoscenti at the invitation of the patron 

himself.. In the sixteenth century, the current architectural form for this kind of function was often 

denotedd with the word studiolo. that could either refer to one room, or an apartment. The 

Palazzettoo seems to belong to that tradition in a very particular way. by the inclusion not only of 

representationss of nature, but also the reality of the garden. As the Camerino degli Eremiti was 

consideredd to be an integral part of the Palazzetto in the seventeenth-century accounts, this also 

raisess the question how this particular later addition fitted into that tradition of studies. Was the 

Camerino.. as comparison with the Stanze at Caprarola suggests, a type of 'studiolo"! 

Thee traditio n of studioli 

Thee Renaissance studiolo was a conflation of three different traditions that had their roots in 

Antiquityy and the Middle Ages, and that were turned into a particular architectural type during 

thee Renaissance. The influence of each of these traditions was however dependant upon a number 

off  factors, such as space, money and patronage. Requirements and thus forms changed over time. 

Alreadyy during the Renaissance, but especially during the Baroque, this resulted not in 

uniformityy but in an architectural and functional tradition with an extraordinary breadth, until in 

thee course of the seventeenth century, the form gradually became outmoded. The question is 

wheree the Paiazzetto fits into this tradition. 

Thee first precursor of the early modem studiolo was that of the small and secluded room 

mentionedd in antique sources. This kind of study - often denoted with other words such as 

gymnasium,gymnasium, xystus. or library - was used for reading and writing during the night/'" Complete 

isolationn from daily activities, in both a spatial and temporal sense, was considered a prerequisite 

forr the necessary focus upon study, as Pliny the Younger mentioned on Pliny the Rider in a 

letter.'""  In this case, nature in any form was seen as opposed to concentration, as it distracted 

fromm thought. The study should, according to Quintilian. who was still approvingly cited in the 

fourteenthh century by Petrarch, thus be located next to. or even be part of the bedroom. " Any 

v**  Ferrari 1646. p.437 referred io herbaria with dried plants and flowers in the collection of lerdinando Imperato as 
miiswo. miiswo. 
s""  Whitfield 198 I; the tunction as studiolo tor the Camerino degli Fremiti was suggested by Bernini 1985. p.20. 
'' Thornton 1997, pp..> \-M. 
'"'' Pliny the Younger 1972. Bk.3. nr.5.9, p.175: 'He always began to work at midnight when the August festival of 
Vulcann came round, not for the good omen's sake, but for the sake of study; in Winter generally at one in the 
morning,, but never later than two. and often at midnight.' 
''KK Quintillian 1920-1922. vol.4, book.\..\22-25: 'Everyone, however, wil l agree that the absence of company and 
deepp silence are most conductive to writing, though I would not go so far as to concur in the opinion of those who 
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connectionn with a garden or opening towards an outdoors space was thus antithetic to this type oi 

room.. It was even objected to by Quintilian. as he considered woods, the open skies and the 

beautyy of the countryside to be a distraction from the necessarv intellectual concentration. '''" 

AA second precursor of studioh was the medie\al monks' cell. Monastic rules indicated the 

kindss of activities for which this cell was meant, as well as giving particular prescriptions on its 

locationn and furniture."" In the Rule of Benedict, no particular place was yet allocated for reading 

andd writing, but the combined necessity of a writing-pad. a slate-pencil and a (grafting) knife for 

studiouss activities in their own cells were mentioned.' Often. Benedictine monasteries contained 

aa scriptorium, in which the copying of manuscripts was done as a communal activity. In the later 

Middlee Ages. Carthusian monasteries contained a separate cell which functioned as private study 

forr each religious, where the Bible and the ('hurchfalhers should be read, and where the scribai 

dutiess were accomplished as well. According to the Carthusian Rule, each monk had to have a 

writing-deskk in his own cell, as well as a set of writing-utensils including ink. a ruler, pens, 

graftingg knives, and other instruments to work the parchment." It was also prescribed that each 

monkk should keep two books from the library to read in the private cell, indicating that the 

productionn of codices but also the study of the texts themselves was done there.'' 

Parallell  to the monk's cell as a space for reading and writing was the development in 

medievall  times of the archive and treasury-chamber, which architecturally resembled the small 

spacee intended for reading and writing, but was often linked to liturgical spaces. This kind ot" 

roomm housed the documents and valuables of monastic communities, and ecclesiastical or secular 

rulers,, lor example, the Sainte Chapelle in Paris, built for Louis IX of Prance, contained a room 

abovee the sacrist\ where books and treasures were kept/*' Relics were also stored there, and taken 

(nitt for display in the central chapel on particular occasions. This kind of storage for valuables 

wass often found in secular dwellings as well. In the fifteenth century, the castles of Pavia and 

thinkk woods and groves the most suitable localities for the purpose, on the ground that the freedom of the sk\ and the 
charmm of' the surroundings produce sublimit) ot thought and wealth of inspiration. Personally I regard such an 
environmentt as a pleasant luxurv rather than a stimulus to study ... therefore, let the burner of the midnight oil 
secludee himself with but a solitary lamp to light his labours.' Petrarch approving!) cited this passage in his De \'na 
Soluaria:Soluaria: see Liebenwein 1977. p.14. 
""  Liebenwein 1977. p. 14. 

Liebenweinn 1977. p. Is. 
Rulee of Benedict. eh.552 in Balthazar 1961. p.242: 'gebc der Abt alles, was nötig ist. namlich... Messei. ('iriffel 

undd Schreibtafel.' 
Ciuigoo I 1984. p.222: 'Ad scribendum \ero. scriptorium, pennas. cretam. pumices duos, cornua duo, scalpellum 

unum.. ad radenda pergamena. novaculas si\e rasoria duo, punctnru.m unum. subulam imam, plumbum, regularm. 
posternn ad regulandum. tabuias. graiium.' 

(.ungoo 1 1^X4, pp.222-224. 
"" Liebenwein 1977 nn 1 7-1 K 
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Milann had their treasuries located in towers to secure their valuables from ransacking; the 

keeper'ss room was located immediately beneath it and constituted its only way of entrance, to 

protectt it trom intrusion by outsiders.w In both cases, it consisted of a small apartment in a 

secludedd and safe position within the building, comparable in type, but not in function, to the 

I d l C II  I L U U i l V.1I IL11L. 1 1VJ1 IV .1 I M H H / H V . 

Duringg the later Middle Ages and the early Renaissance, growing literacy among secular 

citizenss inspired them to adopt the monastic example of the cell as place for study. This led to a 

neww kind of furniture for the specific use of writing, reading, and storing books.'' Items such as 

thee writing desk, formerly only to be found in monasteries, were now also made for the 

layman.1011 It would consist of a desk with shelves and candles or another means of lighting for 

thee illumination of nightly activity. This wooden construction could actually define the space 

itself:: accounts from the fifteenth century for carpenters constructing a studiolo clearly indicate 

thatt this was a permanent fixture, attached to the wall, and encompassing a desk with storage and 

itss own walls.102 As a result, the word studiolo also became associated with a specific type of 

furniture,, an expanded form of writing desk. 

Thesee writing-desks, chests, treasuries and monks' cells were the predecessors of the 

Renaissancee architectural type of the studiolo, in which the man of letters kept his books, ancient 

coins,, smal! works of art and other treasures. Where the monk's cHI vvns reserved for religious 

activity,, literary and artistic interests became the primary activity in the secular form. Other than 

thee literary activity that was deemed an appropriate function in ancient times, the occupations 

engagedd in in the study could also be of a commercial or scientific nature. This can also be 

followedd through the changing form of the studiolo as piece of furniture. The simple desk of the 

medievall  scriptorium developed into a cabinet containing valuables, instruments and works of 

art.1033 from a place to read and write, the studiolo became the place where different sorts of 

objectss could be stored, shown, read or admired. 

Onn the basis of these precursors, the Renaissance studiolo was typically located in the city 

dwelling,, at the back of the building or looking onto a quiet courtyard, and in proximity to the 

privatee quarters of its owner. Apart from the bedroom, a location near a private stairwell or a 

'"'' Liebenwein 1977. p.lb. 
"I'"ii Liebenwein 1977. p. 15. 
" :: Thornton 1997. p.53. 

:" :: Thornton 1997. pp.>.i-54. 
Thorntonn 1997. pp.69f described the substitution of the writing-desk with the cabinet in the second half of the 

sixteenthh eentur\, and its use in the Roman setting. 
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bathroomm would be convenient, ll^ M/.e would be small to moderate.' I hi*  t\pe can be observed 

inn many early Renaissance paintings and drawings, often in the depictions of Jerome in his study 

(fig.47).. It can be assumed that these depictions reflected the habitual place for study found in the 

fifteenth-- and sixteenth-century urban dwelling. In early Cinquecenio Rome, this type was 

recommendedd by Paolo Cortesi in a chapter on the ideal palace for a cardinal, in his treatise De 

CardinalCardinal at u of 1510: 

Thee same should be said about the arrangement of the room used for study at night 

{cuhiculum{cuhiculum lucubraiorium) and the bedroom, the which should be very near to each other: 

becausee thev serve closely related activities. Both these rooms should be especially safe 

fromm intrusion and so we see why the> should be placed in the inner pans of the house. 

Att the end of the sixteenth century, the ideal pictorial decoration of this kind of spaces was 

describedd b> Giovanni Battista Armenini. in his Ik' veri preccttt della pittura of 1586 as mainlv 

consistingg of oil-paintings with Poesie. by which he intended classical and mythological subjects. 

Thiss accorded with the objects contained in this kind uï studio, being portrait-busts of famous 

persons,, medals, cameos, glass-paintings and intarsia. and last but not least, books and 

mathematicall  instruments. These again concentrated on the classical arts and sciences. '''"  In this 

respect,, the Palaz/etto resembled this tradition, except for the fact that it also contained religious 

themess in the Camerino degli fremiti, and it extended beyond the space of one room to comprise 

aa separate wing of the palace. 

Pliny' ss diaeta and its Cinquecenio imitation s 

inn  interior organisation, size and the intimate link with the private garden behind it. the 

Palaz/ettoo followed a third antique example for the studiolo. called diaeta. The precedent for this 

building-tvpee was provided by Pliny the Younger in the description oï his own vill a in 

'44 Frommel 1973. vol.1, p.73. 
"'' ("ortesi 1510. cited after the translation by D'Amico AVeiNGarris 1980. p.85. 

'"""  Armenini 1587 1971. pp.200-201: 'Ma eirea 1'adornar i studij. questi usarono quasi le medesime pitture. le quali 
dimostraronoo quando si dissc delle lotitzie. se non vi s'auüiuniiesse i quadri a ogiio. o i ritratti di naturale di persone 
i|lustri.. l quali fossero dipinti per mano di eccellctissimi maestri. & che i scompartimento d'essi studij tossen' tatti 
amm <jli ordini. & eon yli dissegni loro: Conciosia che le cc:,e. che sono rarissime. & di gran pregio sono quelle, che 
daa i Smnori si cercano per i loro studij. per farli adorni. & massimamente di cose antiche. che sono per lo piu. com'a 
dirr medaelie d'oro. di bron/o. & d'argento. eosi teste. & figurine di marrno. & di bron/o. o di altre pretiose materie 
scolpite'' Ci sono poi i Diaspri Camei. Ie (iéme. i Smalli. & i Christalii in forma di cose varie. & di artitïeio mirabile. 
sii  com'e di tarsia, ö di cotnmessi le tavole. i banchi. le eorniei. & gii armarij. con I'altre cose piü minute, nelle quali 
poeoo si vagliono de'Pittori. & com'e1 per uso. & per bellc/./a la moltitudtne de'libri loro. msieme eon gl'instromenti 
mathem^iiei..  nhri. ^eeondo le scien/e in che e ŝ» s^no pm inclinati 
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Laurenüum.1''77 According to the literary evocations in his letters, this vill a was situated between 

thee shore of the Mediterranean sea and the inland woods, and was visually and physically attuned 

too its natural surroundings. Pliny described that the architectural plan of the vill a had been 

partiallyy dictated by the geographic circumstances of the site, and that a view of the countrywide 

wass gained by having many windows and openings towards the exterior. u Gardens with flowers 

weree planned around the building. A separate pavilion, which he cailed diaeia, was linked to the 

mainn body of the vill a by means of a cryptoporticus or covered archway, and consisted of three 

roomss and a terrace. In his literary evocations of this annex. Pliny stressed the omnipresence of 

naturee as perceived from this location: 

Heree begins a covered arcade, nearly as large as a public building. It has windows on both 

sides,, but more facing the sea, as there is one in each alternate bay on the garden side ... In 

frontt is a terrace scented with violets ... At the far end of the terrace, the arcade and the 

gardenn is a suite of rooms [diaeta\, which are really and truly my favourites, for I had 

builtt them myself. Here is a sun-parlour facing the terrace on one side, the sea on the 

other,, and the sun on both. There is also a bedroom that has folding doors opening onto 

thee arcade and a window looking out on the sea. Opposite the intervening wall is a 

beautifullyy designed alcove ... it is large enough to hold a couch and two arm-chairs, and 

hass the sea at its foot, the neighbouring villa's behind, and the woods beyond, views which 

cann be seen separately from its many windows or blended into one."" 

Thee word diaeia was derived from ihe Greek wuid öimiü. which literal') meant dwelling. !n the 

classicall  world, especially by Statius and Pliny, this term was most often used to denote 

autonomouss garden-pavilions which were so situated as to offer views over the surrounding 

countryside.I! ""  This was a feature especially apt for the villa, not the urban dwelling: ond the 

naturall  surroundings played a major role in its concept. It seems that many classical villas 

disposedd over such additions.111 Again according to Pliny, the effect of this architectural addition 

too the main building was one of ultimate solitude, being completely isolated from the inhabited 

world: : 

""  Liebenwein 1977. pp. 1.1-1 4. and Pliny the Younger 1972 vol. 1. pp. 132-143 (Bk.2.\YII). 
''"*''"*  On the importance of the viewfrom the vill a for its concept, see Aekerman 1990. esp. pp.26-28. 
;; 'Pliny the Younger 1972 vol.1, pp. 139-141 (Bk. 2. X\ '11,16-23). 
| l""  For the meaning of the word diactn in the classical world, see PRE vol,5. cols.307-308. where also a list ot 
classicall  examples is given; see also DSP vol.3. col.506. Rostowzew 1990. pp.60-63 and Macdonald Pinto 199xp 
p.71.. 80. 1 12; see Sherwin-White 1966. pp.193-198. 325. Littlewood 1987. pp.23-24. and Förtsch 1993. pp.48-53 tor 
thee Plinian definition and use of the term. 
, ; '' Rostow/ew 1990. pp.60-63. 
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Thiss profound peace and seclusion are due to the di\ iding passage which run1- between the 

roomm and the garden so that any noise is lost in the intervening space ... When 1 retire to 

thiss suite 1 teel as it' 1 have left m> house altogether and much enjoy the sensation: 

especiallyy during the Saturnalia when the rest of the roof resounds with festive cries in the 

holidavv freedom, for ! am not disturbing my household's merrymaking nor they my 

work.1 1 

Thiss extended study offered its inhabitant a quiet place for reading and study, and at the same 

timee integrating with the surrounding landscape. Nature became a literary topic connecting the 

studyy of arts and letters with its ideal setting of the villa." ' Contrary to the studioh-Xradition as 

describedd above, this special architectural complex was not exclusively focused on writing and 

reading;; aesthetic pleasure was an inseparable part of the villa-lif e and this third kind of study. It 

comprisedd objects of art and literature as well as the beauts of nature, as Pliny himself alluded to 

paintedd landscapes when looking at the reality of nature from the setting of his Tuscan villa. He 

e\enn .seems to place the artificial representation above real nature: 

Itt is a great pleasure to look down on the countryside from the mountain, for the view 

seemss to be a painted scene of unusual beauty rather than a real landscape, and the 

harmonyy to be found in this variety refreshes the eye wherever it turns. 

Nott only the difference between real and imaginary landscape was cancelled in this description; 

inn a passage further on in the same letter also the garden was considered equal in its aesthetic 

beautyy to the real landscape in which the vill a was located. By hiding the stone boundary thai 

fencedd off his formal garden from the surrounding countryside. Pliny the Younger manipulated 

bothh domesticated and untouched nature to create an illusion of unlimited extension and aesthetic 

variety.l l ss The same could be said about the visual effect of the landscape-setting in the context 

off  the Vill a l.aurentina. where the gardens gradual!) merged with the sea on the one side, and the 

mountainss on the other side of the building. 

Accordingg to the description in Pliny's letter, the I.aurentine vill a was an extension to the 

townhousee - 'It is seventeen miles from Rome, so that it is possible to spend the night there after 

 Pliny the >ounger I 9'72 vol.1, pp.I U-1 43 (bk.2.XII.22-2-!}, 
 I.inlewood 1987. pp.23-24. 

: !! Pliny the Younger 1972 vol.1. pA4l (hk.5A'1.1 }):  see also ïan/er 1924. pp.108-135 and l.ittlewood 198?. p.2.1. 
'̂ ^ Pliny- the Younger 1972 vol.1, p.343 (bk.5.\ 1.1 7): 'The whole garden is enclosed by a dry-stone wall which is 

hiddenn trom sight bv a box hedge planted in tiers: outside is a meadow as well worth seeing for its natura! beauty as 
thee formal garden 1 have described; then fields and many more meadows and woods.' 
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necessaryy business is done, without having cut short or hurried the day's work...'11' This 

proximityy of the vill a to Rome was paralleled by the nearness of the diaeta to the building itself; 

thee function of the entire complex could be summarised as offering its owner suburban solitude. 

inn the Renaissance, the reception of the Plinian texts also effected an interest in the 

particularr form and function of the diaeta. In literary form, this concept became widely discussed. 

Thee medieval example set by Petrarch in his own vill a and the descriptions given of it in his own 

writingss was fused with the Plinian type by Erasmus in his Convivium Religiosum of 1522. where 

hee described the suburban dwelling of the main character Eusebius.117 It contained a flight of 

roomss on the first floor, of which one was denoted as the library, adjacent to which were a 

numberr of cubicula for resting, and a museion. which will have harboured an encyclopaedic 

collectionn of objects, about which the reader was not further informed. A balcony and two rooms 

withh windows all around opened from this apartment to offer views over the garden and the 

surroundingg landscape. Erasmus had the owner Eusebius state that this ensemble of spaces was 
 i t s especiallyy made for study and seclusion. 

Inn the sixteenth century, antiquarian reconstructions of the Plinian example were made by 

philologistss such as Paolo Giovio, a courtier in the household of Alessandro Farnese. and 

antiquarianss such as Pirro Ligorio.m Pliny's literary descriptions continued to function as main 

source,, but these were now confronted with scarce, but real, architectural remains i2n In I .igorio's 

DescritiumeDescritiume delta Superba & Magnificentissima Villa Tiburtina HadriaruL written between 1550 

andd 1568. the word diete is used a number of times. Ligorio's suggestion is thai these apartments 

inn Hadrian's vill a in Tivoli were used for the study of the arts - whether the literary, visual or 

theatrical.. The emperor's vill a contained quite a number of these retreats, to be found primarily in 

thee vicinity of the large octagonal courtyard. Ail the Plinian elements reccurred here: the 

connectionn to loggie or cryptoporticL the closeness to either the countryside or private courtyards 

'" '' Pliny the Younger 1972. vol. I. p. 1 33 <bk.2.XVI1.2). 
' rr Eor Petrarch's vill a in Arqua. see Beliinati /Eontana i 988, and Blason/Gallo 1990. 
n>11 Erasmus Convivium Religiosum verse 1041 1047. cited after Schliiter 1995. p.352: 'Eusebius: Adiunctum est 
bibliotheeaee museion quoddam angustum. sed elegans. quod submota tabula ostendit foeulum. si quid offenderit 
frigus.. in aestate videtur solidus paries. Tiberius: Hie mihi gemmea videntur omnia Est cf mira odoris gratia. 
Eusebius:: I loc mihi praecipue studio est, ut niteat domus, et bene oleat. 1'traque res minimo constat. Habet 
bibliothecaa suurn ambulacrum pensile, spectans in hortum; et huic adhaeret saecilum.' Erasmus did not use the word 
diaetadiaeta itself. See Schliiter 1995. pp.61-70. 239-241 for a discussion of text and context. 

l ;; Eor Paolo Giovio see Robertson 1992. pp.210-212; for Pirro Eigorio and his excavations at Vill a Adriana in 
Tivoli .. see Burns 1988. pp.33 and 40. and Ranaldi 2001. pp.46-50 and 160. and especially pp.106-109 for Eigorio's 
reconstructionss of the complex. 
;""  : See Coffin 1979. pp.241-244 for the importance of written material in confrontation with the archaeological 

remains. . 
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andd gardens, and the \ icinits of a librarv.1"1 Next to this part of'the palace, and obvioush related 

too the dieta. was a large courtyard in which fountains and sculptures were arranged: and a part <,)f 

thesee were nou. as one is informed by IJgorio. in the collection of Ippolito d'Kste and. in this 

contextt more importantly, the larnesc palace in Rome. 

Inn 1615. Yincenzo Scamoz/.i published an architectural reconstruction of the Plinian Vill a 

Laurentinaa in his Idea ddlArchitettura Universale.'"' The term he used for the diaeta was 

ilaliani/edd into diette. which suggests that the term had become accented in nnTiitertural theory 

Scamo/zii  supposed on the basis of the Plinian letters, that there was a 'tower, in which the diette 

were:: that is a place for concentration, and other places for rest, because they have light from 

even,, angle, but are in complete silence, and with beautiful vistas over the sea. and over the 

\\ i 11 as.1 ~" Scamozzi's text suggested that a second dietta was found on the opposite side of the 

building,, above the second entrance.1' The woodcut of the plan inserted into his book (fig.48) 

supportss this, as the facade above the central door was elevated in a kind of rooftop-pavilion. 

Mirroringg this facade also meant projecting a second dietta. On either side of these diette. terraces 

offeredd extended views over the sea. 

Whatt Scamozzi pointed out with his description and reconstruction is that the tradition of 

thee diaeta and the idea of enjoying the vista and the arts in a place of seclusion and quiet enjoyed 

aa revival in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The double intention of study and 

relaxation,, that Piinv had alluded to. were consciously taken up in these publications. They also 

show,, that the form was taken in the Renaissance and Baroque to be a real possibility, not as a 

l.igorioo 1 723. col, 1 i: 'Dalit teste di queste due Piazze \ erso 1'Oriente sono piu cost ediiïcate: Bagni. tuoghi delle 
Diete.. 1'f.roieo. c Biblioiheca. con diverse Piazzette avanli a ciascun luogo. le quali gli servono per Atrii . e per 
Yestibulii  alio seoperto. Nelia testa delli Portici di mezzo, die corrispondono seamhievolmente alle due gran Piazze. 
ehee tan no il Poicile. e una gran Cavea. per le cui entrate si va in un 'I'empio aecommodaio alia Dieta delli Stosci. 
dovee erano negl'angoli colonne & altri luoghi aecommodatt alii Dei Propitii di tali studii.' Ligorio's description was 
echoedd in 1 60 1 h\ Del Re v\ ithout reference to the diaeta \ (unction; see Del Re 1 723. eo!s.68-69. 
11 " l.igorio 1723. col 1 1: ' \ lato alia dieta è un altro luogo ornato di un Portico Ovato. nel mezzo delta Piazza sua e 
unn edifieio Ottagono. ehe per ogni lato ta porie e niehi. & altri ripositorii di Statue, dove di dentro. e di fuon erano 
mottee Imagini dé Dei: e \i scaturiscono I onti; dentro per ioro fregi erano intagliati Mostri Marini. tan to di forma 
humana.. come d'ogni animale terrestre. e marino con code di Delphino, con Donne & Amori a cavallo. in altri ci 
eranoo intagliati carri tirati da diversi animali. & Angelli guiduti da certi Cupidini alati. ö vogliamo dire Intelligcnzc. 
ehee tanno un giuoco Cireense: alcuni de carri hanno per suoi cavalli Struzzi. altri Arieti: t'apre e Leoni. altri. Cavalli 
proprii.. '! igri. c CoSoiiibe. qua.̂i imisiranuis. J it ogni sputie eone ad un fine iermmato. v> aiia \ ione. o aiia 
("ieneratione.. Queste cose, pane ^ono stale portate a Romi. ndl'Horte JellVardinale 1 arnese. parte ridotte in Iiw»ji 
muratee per le ease, e parte sono in potere di Y.S. lll f ustrissi"] nta.' 
: : ii Rutïmiere du Prey 1094. p.5. 
''''  Seamoz/i 1615. vol.1, p.267: 'Ad alto, e nel mezzo era una torre, nel quale erano le diette: eioe luoghi da 

veugiare.. & altri luoghi da riposare, e perehe ha\evano lume da piu parte, pero erano in gran si lentio. e di beilissime 
vistee de! Mare. e delle Vill e ' 
i : ss Scamozzi 1615. vol.1, p.268: 'e parimente sopra alt'ingrcssu via una Torre, e dielte. e staze da donnire. eon 
beilissimee vedute di Mare. e molto piu aneora di terra.' 
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meree literary conceit of the author Pliny the Younger. 

Ass a result of these discussions on the form and function of the diaeta, this building-type 

becamee considered a most apt environment for the conversations of courtly society, and for that 

reasonn most attractive for patrons of higher circles. Due to complex requirements, spatial 

dimensionss and the presence of the private garden, the realisation of such plans for diaetai was 

moreoverr limited to these circles. In the sixteenth century a small number of apartments was 

createdd in this tradition, all in the direct vicinity of the city of Rome, or even within its walls, in 
11 "}£ 

accordancee with the suburban location of Pliny's example. ~ 

Onee of the earliest recreations of a diaeta was built on the third floor of the Vatican 

Palacee for Julius II dell Rovere (1503-1515).1"7 It comprised a number of rooms indicated in the 

sourcess as bibliotheca segreta, and a roof-terrace; it also contained an uccelliera or aviary, that 

wass not mentioned by Pliny in his descriptions of the Vill a Laurentina or Tuscuiana. but which 

wass a feature that also had its roots in the villaculture of classical antiquity.1'*  Before 1509, 

artistss like Sodoma and Baldassare Peruzzi were hired to execute the painted decoration of Julius' 

roof-apartmentt in the Vatican; ample use of grotesques indicated a wilful adaptation of the 

antique;1'99 the project also included a number of frescoes depicting the seasons and the months, 

whichh obviously referred to the seasonal rhythm of life in the countryside.l,n It has been 

supposedd that part of the collection of antique marbles was originally on dknhy here, before 

beingg transferred to the Cortile del Belvedere. 

AA second project for a diaeta as part of a (sub)urban architectural complex was proposed 

byy Raphael for the complex of the Vill a Madama, begun in 1518 - which iater in the sixteenth 

centuryy became property of the I'arnese family but this edifice was never completely 

realised.1"'11 The plans for the building had been heavily influenced by the excavations undertaken 

att Vill a Adriana and by the letters of Pliny the Younger: the terminology used by Raphael to 

: ; "" Coffin 1991, pp.18. 24. 108-109. 
'""'' A nearly contemporary description of this apartment is in Vasari's life of Baldassare Peru/zi; see Vasari 1876 
vol.4,, p.317: 'Avendo intanto papa Ciiuiio Secondo fatto un corridorc in palaz/o, e vieino a! letto un'ucjcjelliera. vi 
dtpinsee Baldassare tutti i mesi di chiaro scuro, e gfessercizii che si fanno per crascun d'essi in tutto 1'anno ....' See 
alsoo kempers 1996b. pp.6-9. 

AA description of an aviary had been given by Yarro in his Re rum rusticarum; it had become an element in Italian 
Renaissancee villa's as well, and could be found for example in the Medici Vi l la in Pratolino. 
! " '' This accords with Armcnini's description of the ideal stuJioio'.s decoration; sec Annenini 1 5o7 I 971, p.200. 
''"'' fo r a description of the present-day situation of this section o f the palace, see // Palazzo Anostoltco Vaticanu 
1992.. pp.1 16-1 17; sec Hochrenaissance im Valikan 1998. cat.no.323 and Vasari's citation given above in note 123 
forr a description of frescoes probably coming from this Uccelliera. 

' ;; ColYm 1967. pp.1 19-120. Coffin 1979 pp.248-256 and Jung 1997. The text of Raphael's letter was published by 
fosterr 1967-1968. 
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describee it to his patron - Uiuliano de'Medici. the later (lenient VII < 1523-1334? - was 

consciouslyy derived trom the latter source.1'2 The word diaeia itself was used by the artist in the 

letterr to the patron in which he discussed the plans tor the villa, and in which he expressed the 

usee and significance of this kind of apartment for the nobility: 'the diaeta is a most delightful 

placee to be in the winter to converse with gentlemen. 

Raphael'ss plans even foresaw two different diaetai in this complex: one for summer use 

andd another for winter. The latter was situated on top of a tower on the cast-side of the villa, 

directlyy accessible from the cardinal's apartment, and the former comprised a room with a central 

fountain,, in an exedra off a huge garden loggia. Thus the winter diaeta was protected from the 

coldd wind and open to the warmth of the sun. Both recreations of the concept freely translated the 

I'liniann concept into architecture, adhering to the principle that the particular space should be fit 

torr repose and intellectual conversation, being detached from the villa's main building, and 

offeringg a direct vista onto the surrounding countryside, or in the other case, onto a walled-in 

garden.. ^ 

Althoughh the influence of the Plinian concept on the practice of building in sixteenth-

centuryy Rome might have been relatively small, its literary and architectural ideal influenced the 

conceptt of the siudiolo in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. This resulted in an 

extensionn of its function from being a place to read and write into a complex dedicated to the 

collection,, display and study of diverse kinds of objects. This included both the arts and natural 

history,, and led to a new idea! in which the garden, whether real or imaginary, became an 

importantt element. 

Studiolo*Studiolo* garden, and the genre of landscape-painting 

Ass a result of the various influences on the sti/dioio. the actual form these rooms were given was 

dependentt on the circumstances, requirements and available space, and varied over time. 

However,, the access to or sight onto a garden or landscape was often incorporated into the 

scheme,, (.specially the diaeia ought to be physically or visually related to the surrounding 

landscapee * Pliny's words strongly emphasised this, and Lrasmus followed this in his the 

adaptationn of the theme in his Convivium Religiosmn. All reconstructions took this to be one of 

Forr the classical inspiration of the Vill a Madania. especially on the I'linian villas, and the language used by 
Raphaell  in his description, sec Ranaldi 2001. p.65-71. 

, ;; Foster 1967-1968. p.3 10: 'Ragionarc co(n) Gentilhomitij che luso sol dare la dietha'. The translation is from 
Coffinn 1979. p.248. Raphael had studied the Vill a Adrians in 'I'ivoli . from which he might have taken the concent: 
seee Ranaldi 200!. P 49 
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itss main characteristics. When a direct view onto landscape could not be achieved, however, 

landscape-paintingg could be used as a replacement, as Armenini's comparison of the decoration 

off  loggias with landscapes with the interior decoration of the studiolo suggested.1'3 Examples 

showw that the use of landscape-painting became a set-piece of the interior decoration of early 

modernn sludioli* whether a view onto a garden or the landscape was possible or not Particular 

reasonss for this phenomenon were derived from a contemporary discussion on spiritual and 

physicall  health. 

Thee studiolo of Isabella d'Kste in the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua, begun in 1515 and 

finishedd around 1522, was part of an apartment in the Corte Vecchio. comprising also a grotta 

andd a hallway. Adjacent to these was a secret garden with a small loggia, the private character of 

whichh was stressed by the fact that its only entrance was through the study. Jfl For this reason, 

Isabella'ss retreat appeared to be more a diaeta than a studiolo. The function of the additional 

gardenn was stressed in a description made by Alberto Cavriani in 1525 of Isabella's giardino, in 

whichh he drew upon several topoi: 

yourr small garden, which is so beautiful and lush that it seems like paradise ... Everything 

bringss happiness; this divine grotto and rooms give light and joy to the inferno, the 

beautifull  loggia with cheerful garden ornamented with new sorts of fruit invite each soul 

too put aside his melancholy humour and dress in gladness... 

Inn his praise Cavriani used references to the hortus conclusus and Paradise on earth, and in his 

lastt remark on melancholy drew upon the medical theme of the four humours as developed in 

Galen.. Several humanists pointed at the function of the garden as counterbalancing the health-

riskss brought about by studious activities employed in the studio.1" In an exposition about 

Quintilian'ss remarks on the beauty of the landscape as distracting from concentration. Petrarch 

hadd already suggested that intellectual work should be alternated with walks in the woods to 

providee the necessary relaxation. 

Thee argument of alternating concentration in private seclusion with relaxation in the open 

1,44 Coffin 1979. p.247 and Ranaldi 2001. pp.66-76. 
: i '' Anncnini 1587 1971. p.200. Sec also Thimann 2002. pp.73-74. 
''"'' Liebenwem 1977. pp. 109-1 10; Verheven 1971. pp.52-55 and 1'erino-Pagden 1994. p.154. 
';^^ Letter of'6 May 1525 train Cavriani to Isabella d'Hste, Archivio Storico Lombardo 35. 1908. 16. quoted hy 
Liebenweinn 1977, p.220 n.460: 'il vostro giardino piccolo, quale c tanto bello e \erdeggiante cho pare i! paradiso ... 
oüiiii  cosa invita ad alegria; quella divina grotta et camarini dariano Nice et gaudio a to inferno, la logsa bel la cum 
giardinoo zolioso omato di novi tructi invitano ogni animo tnesto a deponere lo humore maianconico et \estirse de 
letitia...' ' 
,1KK tor the reception of this idea in the sixteenth century, see Schmitz 1972. pp. 139-141. 159-162. 
i ;""  Petrarch 1992. p.97. 
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airr was given a medical background by the fiheenth-century Florentine philosopher Marsilio 

Ficino:: the view over clear waters, passages in gardens, and long walks in the woods or boat-trips 

onn the water would help the studious person to relax and avoid the risks of the melancholic or 

satumiann temperament that threatened his health. Thus the study, which carried the risk of too 

muchh concentration, should also have as an antidote a view over gardens or the surrounding 

landscape.. J" Also the plants and flowers in the garden itself could relieve the melancholic. 

Accordingg to Ficino. the sight and smell of tlowers was also salubrious: here he mentioned the 

rose,, the garofuno or carnation, the orange-tree and the \ iolet. whose smell would activate the 

nostrilss and thus stir the melancholic mind. In particular, the hyacinth \\a> supposed to relieve 

badd fluids, when held in the mouth."41 

Suchh medical considerations were discussed in architectural treatises, in which the health 

off  the inhabitants was thought to be the direct result of the location and organisation of the 

edifice.. Leone Battista Alberti in his De re aeJi/ïcaioria had recommendated the reader to place 

hiss suburban vill a within a landscape on hilltops for the availability oi fresh air. as doctors 

recommended,, and because it would offer a view on natural beauty all around: 'Meadows full of 

tlowers.. sunny lawns, cool and shady groves, limpid springs, streams, and pools, and whatever 

elsee we have described as being essential to a vill a - none of these should be missing, for delight 

ass much as for their utility.'142 The latter argument referred to the medical theory, as the following 

sentencee made especially clear: '1 would not have it overlooked by anything whose melancholy 

shadee would cause oiience. 

AA connection between study and garden was also alluded to in Palladio's treatise on 

architecturee of the late sixteenth century, where he recommended that a study should he located 

onon the first floor and offer a view eastwards over gardens or trees with an eye on the course of the 

''''''  The advice to cure melancholy with outside activities had been given by Marsilio Heine, in his De Vila Triplici. 
I.ww in Ficino 1991, p.50: 'l.audamus frequentem aspectum aquae nitidae. viridis. rubcive colons, hortorum 
nemorumquee usuin: deambulationem seats flumina perque amoena prata suavem; equitationem quoque. 
tiestationem.. navigationemque lenern \alde probamus ...' Sec Klibansky Pannfsk\ Na\l 1964 n p ^ i l - ^ and 
Fiebenweinn 1977. p. t \V this medicinal use of ilmvers was still recommended by seventeenth century authors, such 
a.ss John Parkinson, who in 1629 advised taking distilled water of Madonna fil> flowers against die pains of child-
birth,, and as profitable tor the complexion: sec Masson I 972. p.68. 
!!  l Ficino 1991. p.48: '1 enendus ore hyacimhus. qui aninium \ehementer exhilarat.' 
:;-- Alberti 1966. p.?9;V and Alberti I 988. p.295. 
iiXiiX Alberti 1966. p.793 (Bk.IX. ch.2): 'quod tristiore oflendat umbra.' See also Alberti 1988. p.295, where 'tristiorc' is 
translatedd by the less specific word 'gloomy': the edition London 1955. which reprints an eighteenth-century 
translationn of Alberti into entdish. used the word 'melancholy'. 
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sun.14""  Eastward orientation of the room meant sun in the morning only, not during the hot and 

thuss unhealthy afternoon. Examples of studioli situated on upper floors illustrate the application 

off  this medical principle of procuring wide vistas over the countryside to inspire their owners to 

reflectionn and protect them from melancholia. 

Ann early architectural example of such a connection between studio and the landscape 

wass in the house of Petrarch at Arqua, where the study had a window on the north with a view 

ontoo his garden and it was annexed to a loggia that ran along the entire westside of the building, 

lookingg out over the countryside.14^ The situation at Eusebius' house as described by Lirasmus in 

hiss Convivium Religiosum seems to have been inspired by such examples: it also offered an 

elevatedd view over the landscape from a first-floor loggia. One of the studioli in Palazzo Medici-

Riccardii  in Florence provided, albeit only optically, an entrance to the garden by means of a 

terrace.1466 This was copied in Palazzo Vecchio, in the study that had loggie on either side from 

whichh the view over Florence and its surrounding hills could be enjoyed. 

Inn other cases, the planning of, or even the vista onto a real garden or the landscape, was 

impossible.. In the fifteenth and sixteenth century, studioli in urban dwellings were often located 

att the end of the private apartment in accordance with the tradition of locating this room next to 

bedrooms,, on the interior of the building. In these cases, painted landscapes were a substitute for 

thee view onto real countryside and could thus be applied to counterbalance the negative effects of 

studying.. Already Pliny the Younger had equated the beauty of the landscape with that of 

paintings,, underlining the importance of the pleasure of looking at them. Again. Alberti praised 

thee positive effects of landscape paintings of the observer: 'Our minds are cheered beyond 

measuree by the sight of paintings depicting the delightful countryside...' The sixteenth-century 

philosopherr and medical scholar Ciirolamo Cardano stated that paintings and literary descriptions 

off  landscapes relieved the mind of the melancholic just as well as real nature.11'1 In 1584, (jian 

Paoloo Lomazzo recommended that 'luochi di piacere' meaning loggias looking onto gardens, be 

decoratedd with antique themes, 'giochi amorosi' and 'istorie di gioia e d'allegrezza. che non tutto 

!!  u Paliadio 1997. p.78: 'But those [rooinsj \w uoulu want to use in the spring and autumn wiM be oriented to the east 
andd look out over gardens and groenen. Studies and libraries should he in the same part of the house beeause they 
aree used in the morning more than at any other time.' 
''""  Liebenvvein 1977. pp.47-49. 
I4""  Liebenwein 1977, p.71. 
I1'' Alberti 1966 vol.2, p.805 (Bk.lX.4): 'Hilasrescimus maiorem in modum animis. cum pielas videmus amoenitates 
reüionum...'' The translation is cited after (.iombrieh 1953. p.341: see also Boström 1988. p. I I. 
M**  Cardano 1663 vol.2, p.21 7: 'Vigilias hetis cogitationibus, studiis. eolloquiis. pieturarumque amoenarum aspectu 
eompensabiss ...' See also Sehmit/ 1972. p.162. 
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ubbiunoo umbra di maleneholiaV"' Marsilio Heine's argument regarding the sight of beauty as a 

remedyy for the melancholie state of mind was still employed around 1620 by the physician Giulio 

Maneinii  in his Considerazioni suila pittura. when he discussed the effect of various subjects in 

paintingss on the different humours of the beholder.1^' The combination of these arguments 

dfTectedd the embellishment of studioln: the use of painted landscape should be applied here to 

pree sen-'e the mental and physical health of its occupant. 

Thee Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, which contained a number oïcoriili  but no garden, was 

embellishedd during the inhabitation by the Medici rulers with more than one studiolo. One of 

those,, the Scritloio del Tcrraz/o. was planned and executed from 1565 onwards. It was located 

betweenn the Salone dei Cinquecento and the Cortile della Dogana. on the tloor where the 

apartmentss of the Duke and his wife were, and could be reached only from either side by a 

terrace.. The walls of these terraces were frescoed with motives of idealised landscapes and 

gardens,, framed by architectural fantasies of a feigned loggia.:M These panoramas transported the 

viewerr to the open countryside, with a pergola and a statue of Apolio or Orpheus on a fountain. 

Reall  architectural elements, in the form of stone benches underneath these vistas, expanded this 

illusionn of outdoor refuge. 

Inn studiuli bordering on real gardens, depictions of landscapes served as a link between 

insidee and outside. Antique precedents were described by Pliny the Ffder and Vitruvius. The 

formerr celebrated the painter l.udius or Studius for introducing the genre as a suitable decoration 

forr crvptoporikï. foggie. and the walls surrounding open terraces/"' Vitruvius especially advised 

""JJ l,omaz/o. cited alter Thimann 2002. p.76. 
:: Maneini 1956-1957 vol.1, p.142: "(')nde il Hcino nel ('invito al capitolo 9. resguardando questa distintion delle 
pitturcc e delfe.sser viste, disse: 'Reliqui enim sensus eilo leplentur; visus autem el auditus diutius voculis et pictura 
pascunturr mani. neque solum horum sensuum tïrmiores sunt voluptates. verum etiam unianae complexinni 
eognatiores.. quid enim humani corporis spiritibus convenientius est quam voces hominum et figurae eorum 
praesertimm qui non modo naturae similitudines. scd etiam pulchritudines gratia placent. Quamobrem collerici et 
melancholicii  homines tanquam unicum remedium et solamen moestitiarum ipsorum complexioni cantus et tormae 
obiectamentaa servant.' Onde. secondo il l-'icino. non solamente dovra esser distintion di luogo. ma in farie vedere da 
questaa o quelfaltra sorte d'huoniini. secondo ia compiessione e passion d'ammo. eta. sesso. costume, genere di vita 
chee si desidera conservare o aumentare. o veramente sminuire e corregger al contrarie.' Maneini cited from licino's 
commentar>'' on Plato's Convivium Platnniy De Amore. Yl.9. The same argument of looking at nature as remedy for 
melancholyy was alluded to by the English painter and courtier F.dward Norgate. who travelled to Rome in 1622 and 
mett Paul Bril . in his theory of painting written around the middle of the seventeenth century: see Norgate 1997. p.85: 
'andd melancholiy weather take up as much time as the other, yet are nothing soe pleasant.' See \orgale 1997. pp. 167-
168.. note ! 70 tor the interpretation of this remark. With respect to landscape-painting around 1600 in the 
Netherlands,, this argument has been put forward as valid for this context in Bakker I.eeflang 1993. pp,29-30. 
; :: Allegri Cecchi 1980. p.351 cited the payment for this work in 1581: 'per b. 147 pitlura fatta su dua terrazzini di 
S.A.S.'.. in Archivio di Stato. i iren/e. F.N-1.1 1. c.1 ^lv. Author of these frescoes was 'I ommaso del Yerrocchio: see 
II  hieme Becker 1907-1950 vol.34. p.298. See also Licbenwein 1977. p. 153. 
""  Fiiny the hider i v.sx-[v<>2 vol.9, p.34/ (Hk.X.WV .1 16): 'Nor must Spurius I adius also, of the period of the late 

lamentedd Majestv Augustus, be rheated of bis due who firsi immduced the most attractive fashion of painting walls 
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thee application of painted landscapes in promenades in his treatise De Architectural' Some 

antiquee examples suggest that this was contemporary practice. For example, the cryptoporticus in 

thee Domus Aurea in Rome contained painted landscapes to suggest to the visitor an outside 

location. . 

Inn the Renaissance, landscape-paintings that ottered an iilusionistic view onto the 

countrysidee could be found in the studiolo of Isabella d'Este, where paintings by Perugino. 

Lorenzoo Costa and Mantegna depicted related mythological themes in landscape settings. " 

Threee of the paintings in this studiolo were hung so as to align their backgrounds into one 

continuouss horizon.156 The scalceria or serving-room of her Appartemento del la Grotta also 

containedd lunettes with representations of hunting-scenes in landscapes, painted in 1522 by 

Leonbruno.,;>77 This set an example: Isabella's son Alfonso II Gonzaga ordered mythological 

landscapess for his own studiolo in the Castcllo at Ferrara. The subjects of these paintings were 

thee Feast of the Gods, Bacchus and Ariadne, the Worship of Venus, and the Andrians, the first 

onee executed by Giovanni Bellini and finished by Titian, and the latter three painted by Titian 

himself.1'* * 

Thesee examples illustrate the phenomenon of combining works of art with iconographie 

orr thematic coherence together in the studiolo, and the importance of the element of landscape in 

thiss tradition since the Renaissance. It was no coincidence thai Fnrnese chose to have 

mythologicall  subjects depicted in the frescoes and paintings in the Palazzetto, set within 

conspicuouss natural settings. However, at the end of the sixteenth century the tradition of studies 

begann to take a turn towards a virtual existence: the significance of the term studiolo shifted from 

thee denomination of a room to an expression for the collection of objects it housed. In the early 

seventeenthh century important changes occurred in the organization of the generic Roman palace 

ass a result of new ceremonial and social exigencies.1^ This effected both interior organization 

withh pictures of country houses and porticoes and landscape gardens, groves, woods, hills, fish-ponds, canals, rivers, 
coasts,, and whatever anybody could desire...', and p.349: 'He also introduced using pictures of seaside cities to 
decoratee uncovered terraces, giving a most pleasing effect at a very-' small expense.' See Mansuelli 1990, pp.344-345. 
!^'' Vitruvius 1962 vol.2, p. 103: 'in covered promenades, they used for ornament the varieties of landscape gardening, 
findingg subjects in the characteristics of particular places; for they paint harbours, headlands, shores, rivers, springs, 
straits,, temples, groves, hills, cattle, shepherds.' 
!!  = ! Peters 1982. 

Onn the written sources concerning these commissions with regard to Giovanni Bellini, see Brown 1982. pp. 149-
167:: on the iconography of Isabella's commission to Perugino, see Hope 1981, pp.293-294 and 310-3 1 1. 
M;; Verheven 1971. p.54 referred to a letter by Cario Ghisi to Isabella d'Hste in which this suggestion was made, for 

Titian'ss paintings for Isabella's studiolo. see Wethey 1975, pp.29-41 
!S77 Ferino-Pagden 1994. p. 161. 
:: " Borsch-Supan 1967. p.261. Robertson 1968. p. 140. Hope 1981. pp.3 13-3 15. Brown in Bacchanals by Titian 1987. 
pp.43-566 and Hope in Bacchanals by Titian 1987. p.80. 
'""''""'  Waddy 1990, p. 10 and ['rommel 1973 vol.1, pp.66-75. 
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andd the functions of spaces, also leading to profound alterations in the concept of ihe studiolo. 

Thee very size of studies limited the dimension of objects, while collections and their objects 

begann to grow in size: larger paintings and voluminous sculptures required more space. To this 

wass added the growing interest in natural history and the knowledge of the order of the world, of 

whichh artefacts also formed pari. Such encyclopaedic collections attracted more and more public 

attention,, to the detriment of the smaller works of art and antiquarian culture.'*" To meet these 

neww demands, and as a new phenomenon of social distinction as well, the galleria developed into 

thee space where works oi art ot greater dimensions, botanical and zoological specimens would be 

placedd on public display. 

Ass a result of growing collections and the increasingly large-scale format of paintings and 

sculpture,, a specific architectural building-type was developed to house the visual and plastic 

arts."1'' [Tom around 1600. the gaUerui or gallen would take the place of the studiolo as the main 

locationn in the urban palazzo to hang paintings, and in 1620 Mancini proposed to put 'landscapes 

andd cosmografie on view in this kind of space as they did not offend the average visitor to these 

galleriess as paintings with more erotic content might do.1'" from this it can also be gauged that 

neww social requirements meant a shift from a predominantly private to a more public display of 

paintings;; and landscapes were best fitted to this new situation for their undisputedly acceptable 

subjectt matter. 

Att this turning-point, the two ideals of the studiolo that had developed in the Renaissance 

-- the space for the Muses set within nature, and the secluded room for the study of the arts, letters 

andd natural history - were conflated for a period before they would take opposite directions and 

dissolvee into other forms. While the studiolo became outmoded, the gal/eria lacked the intimate 

contactt with the works of art. which the real collector praised so highly. The result of this tension 

wass the diaetcL which can describe the type of private gallery prior to the introduction of more 

Onn the decline of the sixteenth-century antiquarian culture, see Herklot/ 1999. p.22f An example of such a 
growingg collection including the arts and natural wonders is that of the dT.ste in I errara and later in Modena; see 
Olmii  1998. 
1'"11 Prinz 1970; for the hypothesis of the giilU'ria  as a phenomenon linked to the aspiring classes of nipoti in Roman 
society,, see Strunck 2001. pp.208-215 tor the Galleria Colonna and Khrlich 2002. pp. 186-190 for the galleria at 
Yiil aa Mondragone. 

Mancinii  1956-1 957 vol. I. p. 144: 'Ma se quest a pittura fosse pieeola et da poter e>.ser collocala in luoghi piccioli. 
allhoraa si potra mettere negh ^tudioh. come si e detto di \as; toscani.' 

Mancinii  1956-1957 \ol. 1. p. 143: 'Onde. stando die si deve havere gran riguardo nel Iasciar \cdere le put ure el in 
collocariee ai lor luoghi... Doppo si consideraranno le pitture. ehe per i paesaggi e cosmografïe si metteranno nelle 
gallariee e dove puol andare ogniuno...' 
!'"'' This is echoed in Norgate 1997. p.82v 'this harmless and honest Recreation, of all kinds of painting the most 
innocent.'' On the location of landscape-paintings in nobie collections see p.85: 'Landscape ... which I find of honest 
extraxionn and tientile parentage, and now a privudn and rahinet Companion for Kings and Princes.' 
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publicc collections divided according to the material characteristics of the objects on display. It is 

att these crossroads that the function and decoration of the Palazzetto were conceived. 

Thee typology of the Palazzetto Farnese 

Att the turn of the seventeenth century, when antiquarian and architectural authors had researched 

literaryy sources and antique remains for the characteristics of the Plinian diaeta. the Palazzetto 

FarneseFarnese represented a conscious attempt to recreate this classical ideal. Its form, a flight of 

rooms,, linked by means of a loggia to a giardino segreto, separated from the main building (in 

thiss case by a street) but connected to it by a private entrance (via a bridge, see fig.30), 

correspondss completely with Pliny's description of the diaeta of the Vill a Laurentium. Its 

functionn was intended along the same lines: as a place for intellectual repose. The Palazzetto 

continuedd a sixteenth-century tradition of conscious recreations of the Plinian prototype, but in 

contrastt to the earlier examples realised it more perfectly. 

Thee general comparison between the diaeta of the Plinian vill a and the Palazzetto can also 

bee traced to the details of the latter project. All the elements of the architecture might have had 

theirr precedents in the sixteenth century; their combination was a conscious reference to elements 

inn the description of the Vill a Laurentina. Some circumstances, however, necessitated alterations 

forr the new situation in early modern Rome. This applies especially to the mode of entrance to 

thee Palazzetto. The connection to the Palazzo Farnese proper was constituted by a stairwell and 

thee bridge over the Via Giulia. Permission for constructing this private passage was obtained 

fromm the cardinale camerlengo Pietro Aldobrandini on 4 April 1603; work started soon 

afterwards.I6:>> There existed other examples of such walkways providing access to a private suite 

off  rooms or even outright diaetae. Alfonso d'1 stc had a covered passageway constructed between 

15077 and 1518 between the castle and the palace at Ferrara. housing five camerini that can be 

understoodd as studioIi'}hb Paul 111 Farnese initiated a similar project in 1534 to link Palazzo 

Veneziaa in Rome with the tower on the slope of the Capitol hill , next to the convent of the 

Aracoeli.1677 Odoardo followed the example of his great-grandfather in linking the ancestral 

palacee to a private garden by means of an elevated walkway. His original plan was, however, 

closerr to Pliny's concept of the crypioporticus. as the building accounts indicate. Il was to consist 

off  an underground passageway that turned out to be too complicated, too expensive, and thus was 

'""'' l :oinet 1980. p. 1 13 gives the papal consent and building-accounts for the arch spanning the via Giulia. Mibbard 
1064.. p. 104 published the full text of the permission for the bridge. 
j'"'' Brown in Bacchanals of Titian 1987. pp.46-4? and Bentini l(>98, pp..^9-365; for the decoration of Alfonso's 
Camerino.. see Shearman 1987, p.^l."!. 
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abandoned/'**  Its actual iurm as a bridge was only a second choice: and it was tor this reason that 

thee elevated passage was only built in 1604 when the Pala/.zetto itself had already been finished. 

Otherr details of the building of the Palaz/etto that at first sight seem trivial were copied 

fromm ancient prototypes and Pliny in particular. The 'gioco della palla' mentioned in the licence 

forr the arch over the Via (jiuli a seems out of plate, until the importance of ballgames in ancient 

times,, especially in the context of the villa, is considered. Horace and Pliny the Younger named it 

ass one of their favourite physical exercises to maintain their health while staying at their 
1''''' for this ballgame special courts had been constructed in Roman villas.1'' 

Discussionss of the game of pullacorda in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries also referred to 

itss antique prototype.1 "' The form of the court and its internal arrangement was discussed in these 

publicationss in connection to the rules of the game.' " A treatise of 1555. written b\ Antonio 

Scianoo and entitled Truftatn del giuoco della Pullu. subdivided these spaces according to the 

existingg variants/ ''' The variety played at Palazzo I arnese will have been a kind of indoor tennis 

closee to the modern game, as in the inventor) of 1644 this was called 'gioco della palla a 

eorda. . 

Thiss tennis-court was added during the lifetime of cardinal Odoardo. as the architectural 

planss of the Palazzo of the late sixteenth century still projected in the place of the 'gioeo della 

palla'' an open loggia related to the back of the palace (see fig.27).|7> The south wing of the 

Palazzoo had however not been built during the lifetime of Alessandro farnese. and when 

Odoardoo continued the construction, he was free to alter the planned garden-loggia into a location 

forr the popular ball game.' '' Comparable examples of special halls for the pullacorda appeared in 

Romee and in villas in the campagna only after 1610. which shows that Odoardo kept up with the 

currentt trends.' The Tempesta map of 1̂ °A indicated the building of [he pullacorda on the left 

::'' Coff in 1979. pp.31-52. 
tt 1980. p.92 n.6 cites the .siirtm of 24 Pehruary 1602 by Domenico da Corte in the ASN. Archivio 

harm'siunaharm'siuna 2046, tor a 'via sotterranea ... per andare nel giardinetto nuovo'. 
Plinyy the Younger 11>7I vol.1. pp.545-547 on the Vill a Tusculana (bk5.Yi.31 ): 'Over the dressing-room is built 

thee ball court, and this is large enough tor several sets of players to take different kinds of exercise.' 
"'""'"  Ylielsch 1687. p. 130. 

:: l:or the etymology of'pallacorda'. see (H.)LJ vol.1 2. p.410. 
Inn modern Italian, 'pallacorda1 means either 'lawrvtenniV or tenmscourt' thus Mill ret/mrM* io the nciivity as ^ve!) 

ass it> location; see ( 'a/nhridw UtiUati Dictionary I 962. p.535. 
''' Sciano da Salö 1555. pp. 161-170. 
'' Jestaz 1994. p. 199. 

Thesee plans are in the Nationalnuiseum. Stockholm and Metropolitan Museum. \ eu York: see frommel 1981. 
pp lft8 and tigs. 14. 15. 
r : '' Robertson 1992. p. I 39. 

Wadd\\ 1990. pp.54-55 discussed Roman examples in Palazzo Borghese of approximately IM1-1M4. Pala/zo 
!-^rherini.. and Palazzo Condulmer-Orsmi Pio. and one added to Palazzo Barberini in Palcstrina. Sec I hrlidi 2002. 
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sidee of the garden behind the Palazzo, which suggests that year as a terminus ante quern for its 

construction. . 

Thatt the loggia of the Palazzetto opened towards the private garden was another explicit 

referencee to the Plinian example of vill a and diaeta, where the cryptoporticas gave onto a terrace 

scentedd by an abundance of violets. This floral theme was. as discussed above, also given a 

medicall  interpretation by Ficino. He enumerated most of the flowers to be found in the Farnese 

gardenn on the Fiber bank, and stated that they applied to the senses of smell and taste and through 

thesee would relieve the melancholic temperament. That the hyacinth was chosen as a subject for 

onee of Domenichino's frescoes (figs.36-38) seems no coincidence; the link provided by Ovid 

betweenn the species of that flower and the lil y suggested the extension of the salubrious effects to 

thee flower of the Farnese escutcheon. 

Thiss floral theme was also extended to include other details of the Palazzetto's 

embellishment,, in which the sense of sight was added to that of smell. Farnese had a statue 

installedd under his loggia, described in a later inventory as 'A statue of Hora, the torso of light 

greyy stone; the head, hands and feet made of white marble'.179 The Dutch artist Hendrik Goltzius 

dreww this statue in red chalk during his stay in Rome around 1600, probably prior to its relocation 

inn the loggia of the Palazzetto (tig.49). lour niches in the walls of this space were made to 

containn an equal number of ancient sculptures. This embellishment of thr garden and the 

Palazzettoo with antique marbles was modelled on antique and Renaissance prototypes - the 

sculpturess were allocated there for their aesthetic beauty. At the same time, these works ot art 

enhancedd nature in these gardens with appropriate mythological themes. They became the 

staffstaff age for the real landscape, analogous to the figures in the painted landscapes. ' 

p.744 for the court constructed for Cardinal Altemps at the gioco delta pattu in the Vill a Mondragone in Lrascati. 
duringg the papacy of Gregory XIH, with a special 'casa del gioco della palla' adjacent to it. and p. 129 for the new 
spacee at ground-level provided for that function after 1615. Also the Palazzo Farnese in Caprarola seems to have had 
aa 'gioco della palla'; this is suggested by Centroni in Vignola e i Farnese 2003, pp. 100-1 I 7, figs. 14-17. 
11 K When the farnese pallaconia was rented to Pierre Legros to execute sculptures for the Gesu in March 1696. it 
waswas clearly no longer in use for sports; after the termination of the contract with Legros in 1720 its entrance from the 
farnesee property was closed, and a porch was opened in the wall along the Via della Morte to provide an entrance 
forr the carriages of Alessandro Lalconieri. See Michel 1981. pp.572-574. 
11 " Jestaz 1994, p.]99: 'Cna statua d'una Flora, i! torso bianco biscio. la testa, mani e piedi di marmo bianco.' [his 
statuee is nou in Museo Na/ionaie. Palermo. 
i!s:'' Riebesell 1988. pp..386-417 for the allocation of sculptures during Odoardo's lifetime: and Mielsch 1987. p. I 1 2 
forr antique examples of sculpture-gardens. An interesting and slightly later example of the combination ot antique 
sculpturee and garden-scapes can be found in the engravings of the classical sculptures made by I rancors Perner and 
publishedd in 1638 under the title Segment a nobilium signorum el siatuarum. where the statues were al! represented in 
idealisedd garden-settings. See Pal ma 1997. p.272. who stated on the relation between those two visual elements of 
thee statue and the landscape: 'in contesto paesaggistieo adatto a suggerire l'idea dell'a/ione e della narrazione 
mitologica.. l.o sfondo. formato da alberi e da edifici...' 
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Thee loggia had been ihe mo.st important aspect incorporated in all later v illas and diuetac. 

which,, as Pliny described it. was a place from which to enjoy the view onto the garden and the 

surroundingg landscape, and subsequent!) it had also become an almost obligatory extension of 

thee urban studiolo to which the Palazzetto belonged.1S1 Also in this ease, however, a direct link 

cann be traced from the Plinian example to the Pala/./ettu; both Pliny and Odoardo Parnese looked 

outt from their garden-loggia over the water - the sea in the former ease, and the river Tiber in the 

latter.. The second source of water, the fountain in Farnese's giardmo segreto. can be traced to the 

descriptionss of Piiny:s Viii a Tuseuiana. where the surrounding garden was furnished with several 

artificiall  fountains with basins made of precious marble. 

Architecturall  plan and surroundings of the Palazzetto should be considered the epitome oï 

sixteenth-eenturvv humanistic attempts to reconstruct Pliny's vill a in Laurentium. and the antique 

precedentt of the diaeta in particular. It should be concluded that the Palazzetto was not a chance 

additionn to the Palazzo I arnese. but a meticulously planned new wing. The complex of the 

Palazzettoo recreated the ancient literary ideal of the villa, integrating the studv of the arts and 

sciencess with the enjoyable view on the garden and landscape, in the densely populated heart of 

earlyy Seicento Rome. 

Camerinoo and Palazzetto - decorative or  functional relations? 

Althoughh the Camerino was located within the premises of the brotherhood of the Orazione e 

Morte.. and was rented from them, it was integrated within the existing Palazzetto through 

architecturall  adaptations and the application of the same style of decoration. The inclusion in 

inventoriess of this sequence of camerinL the choice for landscape-decoration, and the identical 

displavv of paintings in the coffered wooded ceiling indicate that it was deliberate!) inserted into 

thee pre-existing private apartment where arts and learning were combined. Does this imply that 

thee Camerino was a .studiolo in the functional sense'? 

Theree are two reasons that tend to discount such an interpretation, firstly, circumstantial 

evidencee excludes the traditional function of a studiolo for the Camerino: there already were 

severall  rooms dedicated to studious activities such as reading, writing and the storage of small 

treasuress in the Palazzo Farnese. A private studiolo furnished for I'ulvio Orsini and a flight o\' 

threee rooms denoted with the term studio, housing antique coins and gems in decorated 

! ' !! Rut'tïnièredu Prey l<)94. p.6. 
vv r lm\ me Younger iv7i \oi.i inks. \i.3o-4ü). p,o i - /o2: see uasmn i v8«. pp.1/4-1/0 tor the Kenaissance 

reconstructionss ol private lountains. 
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cupboards,, served the antiquarian interests of the palace's occupants.'*"1 Alessandro harnese had 

gatheredd the riches contained in them, and also had these spaces organised; Odoardo seems not to 

havee altered their disposition nor their content, so the need for a replacement of these spaces 

seemss to have been absent.18"' There was thus no obvious need to create another space with the 

samee function as the studiolo elsewhere in the Farnese nalace. 

Secondly,, the religious function of the room and the theme of its decoration do not accord 

withh sixteenth-century reconstructions, either in treatises or in actuality, of the Plinian diaeia. 

Althoughh the presence of individual religious works was not uncommon in sixteenth-century 

studioli,studioli, it never constituted a dominant theme of decoration either. In that case, such a room 

wouldd sooner be denominated as a private chapel, not a studiolo. Contemporary descriptions and 

inventoriess of the Camerino use neither one of these terms, as has been discussed above. Neither 

doess the furniture of the room offer a means of positive identification of its function, The objects 

andd utensils described in the inventories preclude that the Camerino was a place used either to 

read,, write or study, nor was it arranged as a place to officiate Mass, for which an altar would 

havee been necessary. Apart from velvet cushions to kneel upon, the Camerino was virtually 

++ 185 

empty. . 

Evenn if the Camerino cannot be termed a studiolo. does the thematic of Lanfranco's 

paintingss and frescoes expand the classical and humanistic view of nature? Does the Palazzetto 

indeedd provide the contextual explanation for the use of landscape painting in the Camerino degli 

iiremiti?? On the one hand, the persistent use of painted landscapes suggests that the decorative 

programmee of the Palazzctto was deliberately continued in the Camerino by means of the 

landscapee theme. Lanfranco's paintings and frescoes visually prolonged the decorative whole that 

hadd been created around 1604 in the first four cumenm. On the other hand, such an explanation 

forr the frescoes and paintings in the Camerino can only be built on the hypothesis that the 

landscapee provided merely a non-signifying element that functioned as the background to the 

anchoritee iconography. The latter element of the hermit, however, does not relate to the 

l:"!! l.oty 1981. p.229 mentioned that according to the inventory of 1566 there was a flight oWstuJioli and a separate 
studiostudio on the piano nohilc: see also Liebenwein 1977. p.35. 
""  Robertson 1992. p. 140. 

' ^^ The inventory' of 1644 listed the following objects in this room (Jestaz 1994. p.138): 'Oratorio ehe risponde nella 
Morte.. 3328. Due padeliette di legno a scalino. 3329. I n tappeto. 3330. T're cuscini di velluto cremesino da 
inginoechiaree longhi e stretti. V?31 I [na sediola hassa coperta di broeeatello verde.' The inventory of 1650 seems 
moree precise on the furniture itself, while the paintings were not listed in ASN.Iondo ('arnesiano b.1853 11I-IX, 
fol.94v-95r:: 'Una scdia di velluto verde. e rotta Un'altra sediola bassa colli piedi somite coperta di broeeatello verde. 
ee uialio tutto straviato Due cuscini di velluto cremiiïno bislonghio col paria mano. perette colli iloeehi di setta alle 
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programmee of the Palaz/euo. 1 he answer to this question regarding the w//J/Wo-prele\l for the 

Camcrino'ss decoration should thus be negative. 

Iff  taken as a coherent idea, the decoration and furnishings of the Camerino degli Eremiti 

cannott be clarified with recourse to either the studiolo or diaeia: nor can they be situated within 

thee context of the Palazzetto as theatre of pre-scientific natural philosophy. What distinguished 

thee room from all other examples, both the Stanze in Caprarola and the studioli and diuetai as 

discussedd above, is the visual relation between the room and the adjacent church and oratory of 

thee Santa Maria delfOrazione e Morte. What could \ arnese observe through these windows and 

whatt does that signify for the function and the decoration of the Camerino'? 

canlonatcc \ 'n cuscino simile colic francie da'una banda col disotto di tela. Mxchissimn, e rotto I na punta di sealino 
ciii  Icüiio I n tapetirio ordinario sopra do sealino.' 
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